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Editorial
After finally getting out of Sydney, I write this in the strange limbo
of quarantine. It was however, despite the stress of wondering
whether I had accidentally emigrated, interesting to watch the
Aussie governments forge a new future of ‘mass vaccination and
then learning to live with the virus’. This seems to be the accepted
future internationally and already the NZ government is beginning
to adjust. I also became aware of the stresses experienced by
fragmented families.
This edition centres on the opportunity offered by the new
history curriculum: of every student becoming immersed in
a critical history of the nation – as a path to citizenship. Many
questions are posed and the Labour History Project wishes,
on behalf of labour historians, to be involved at every level.
There have also been LHP events to be reported on: the AGM
and the Bert Roth Award. It’s a pleasure to have the final paper
from the 1980s forum in print and to note the retiring of Roger
Middlemass of the NZ Meatworkers Union. When I heard
Elspeth Sandys speak recently about her uncle, Rewi Alley,
I was struck by the importance of Alley and his marginalizing
in his native country so I asked Elspeth to write about this.
Sam Orchard’s speech to the 2020 AGM is included for its
inspiring description of cultural work’s part in activism.
Finally, I include the report from the Blackball Mayday Forum.
The forum was hosted by the NZCTU and Just Transition for the
regions was discussed with the input of unionists from Taranaki.
Too often Just Transition is a vague and uncertain concept but
it is finally being nailed down, to mark an important moment in
labour history.
This edition concludes with a timely review of Rebecca Macfie’s
biography of Helen Kelly and an interesting item from the archives.
Enjoy.
Paul Maunder
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Chair Report
Kia ora LHP Members,
Our 2021 AGM took place on 20 July at the National Library
in Wellington. It was a real privilege to be in the room with a
good number of you. For those of you further afield, below is the
Chair Report I presented there. I also acknowledged the fact that
our website disappeared a few months ago when the webhost
Kiwigeeks went under. Since then, thanks to the mahi of Russell
Campbell and Grace Millar, our website has been resurrected.
Soon we will be able to bring you a recording of Rebecca Macfie’s
excellent AGM talk on the making of her book Helen Kelly: her life.
With assistance from David Verran, we have also digitised all the
Bulletins produced since our organisation began. We look forward
to sharing those on our website as well.
Chairperson’s Report - Labour History Project AGM
20 July 2021
I want to begin by acknowledging how amazing we all are –
navigating these hugely difficult times of global pandemic and
climate crisis. It makes me even more grateful to all of you who
have found ways to contribute to this organisation, the Labour
History Project, and make it what it is. Ngā mihi mīharo ki a
koutou.

participants for your incredible observations, histories and songs
of the 1980s, and for enabling us to publish your contributions in
the latest Bulletin.
LHP made a submission on the proposed Aotearoa NZ’s
histories curriculum in schools, and you will hear more about
that in the next Bulletin.
The 2020 Bert Roth Award judging subcommittee consists
of Ross Webb, Grace Millar, Claire-Louise, and myself. It was
another fantastic opportunity to review the wealth of talent
out there, and Grace will have more on that tonight.
I continue as the NZ Representative on the Labour History
journal Editorial Board, which keeps me busy and inspired,
and enjoying solidarity across the Tasman.
Kia kaha Labour History Project.
Cybèle Locke
Chair, Labour History Project

Committee members Russell Campbell, Peter Clayworth, Jared
Davidson, Claire-Louise McCurdy, Paul Maunder, John Ryall,
Ross Teppett, Sue Shone and Ross Webb have done stellar dayto-day operational, facilitative and creative work, and have been
fantastic people to be in a collective with. Jared Davidson, after
many years of beautiful design work on the Bulletin, our website
and logo, and overseeing social media communication, stepped
down in April. We were very sad to let him go but understand his
desire to spend all his after hours’ time on writing labour history.
At that stage, we realised our Committee was too small to do all
the work required to sustain this organisation and put the word
out: we had a state of emergency. Thanks to amazing responses
from members, we have a big line up of people nominated to join
our Committee this evening. Sue Shone leaves the Committee
tonight – for a gap year, she tells us. Thank you Sue for your many
years of Committee work; we will miss your enthusiasm.
Even with a small team, we have brought out three excellent issues
of the Labour History Project Bulletin over the last year and held
a very successful Symposium: ‘From Kinleith to the dole queue:
workers’ struggles in the 1980s’, in February 2021. As always, it was
a deeply collaborative effort - thank you to all who contributed:
articles, news and reviews writers, copyeditors, and design work.
A special shout-out to the new Bulletin designer, Connie Davies.
Paul Maunder continues to play a brilliant creative role as editor,
and Ross Webb and I made a fine team, editing the Symposiumthemed Bulletin. Thank you to all the Symposium speakers and
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Bert Roth Award 2021
Judges: Cybèle Locke, Claire-Louise McCurdy, Grace Millar,
Ross Webb.
The Bert Roth Award for Labour History, named for the late
historian Herbert Roth, is presented annually by the Labour
History Project. It is awarded to the work that best depicts the
history of work and resistance in New Zealand published in the
previous calendar year.
We take a broad perspective on the definition of labour history,
including non-paid work, and pose the following questions:
•
•
•

How well does the work reveal exploitation
and people’s efforts to challenge exploitation?

Does it give voice to those whose histories remain
out of view or marginal to mainstream history?
Is it well written or presented and is the work
accessible to the public?

to worse outcomes for children’s teeth and more pain. The march
of 1974 was not just about pay, but about a wider challenge to petty
systems of control. O’Hare draws out the connection between
the dental nurses’ strikes and the wider changes in New Zealand
society of the 1970s. However, the victory of the dental nurses in
1974, like so many victories of the 1970s, was soon threatened by
neoliberalism. Dental nurses had managed to break through some
of the ways their work was devalued because they were women, but
rather than being able to use their victory to build the better service
they dreamed of, they soon had to fight a rearguard action against
cuts. O’Hare’s work is a compelling account of a single industry,
filled with the voices of those who worked in it. By providing such
a detailed account of this particular example, he sheds light on
wider struggles and changes in New Zealand society.
Runner-Up: Mark Derby, Rock College: An Unofficial History
of Mt Eden Prison, Massey University Press, 2020.

2020 was a very strange year, with intense reminders of how much
history matters. The memory of The Tulane, the ship that the New
Zealand administration allowed to bring influenza to Samoa,
echoed throughout New Zealand and the Pacific. The splash made
by the statue of Edward Colston as he was thrown into Bristol
harbour was heard around the world. It was a strange and difficult
year for so many people, and we commend all those who produced
labour history in such uncertainty.
Each year constructing the short-list and selecting the winner is
a revealing and rewarding experience for the judging panel. The
works short-listed show the depth and breadth of labour history
in New Zealand. Again we are reminded of the importance of
both the lives and struggles documented in these works, and the
importance of remembering them.
Winner: Noel O’Hare, Tooth and Veil: The Life and Times of the
New Zealand Dental Nurse, Massey University Press, 2020.
The 29th of March 1974, when dental nurses from all over the
country marched on parliament and won a substantial pay increase,
is the centre of Tooth and Nail. O’Hare’s compelling history
indicates why this event was so important, and what it tells us about
the society in which it took place. Formed in 1921, by a Colonel
who had been appalled at soldiers’ teeth during the Great War, the
school dental service was clearly tied to a particular understanding
about the state’s interest in citizen’s bodies. To lessen opposition
from dentists, dental nurses were not given professional training,
but instead they were taught skills in a system that emphasized
control. Oral history provides a vivid sense of how little control
dental nurses had over their own work, and how their employers
surveilled their home life as well to ensure their respectability.
O’Hare also provides a sense of how the refusal to treat women
workers as professionals and invest in training and equipment, led

Mark Derby recounts the 150 years of Mt Eden prison
chronologically focusing on key events and people; unlike
the more official histories of prisons and penal policy, he pays
attention to the lived experience of imprisonment. From archival
sources and interviews with former prisoners and staff, he tells the
inside story of the building and its inmates, describing the way
the grim Victorian-style stone building defined the lives that
could be led within it. Many people who have appeared in other
works short-listed for this award, appear in Rock College: Māori,
resistant to colonization, who were executed and buried in the
grounds of the prison, Tamasese, leader of the Mau movement,
campaigning for Samoan independence, union leaders, labour
organizers, striking miners, conscientious objectors, and children
who had been subject to state care, who were further punished in
an unrelenting system. For at least three decades, New Zealand
politicians have campaigned on policies ‘hard on crime’, vastly
increasing the number of prisoners (especially Māori) and denying
them humanity and citizenship by reducing them to ‘crims’. By
telling Mt Eden prison’s history through the experiences of its
inmates, Mark Derby has restored their individuality and given
us their voices.
Jim McAloon, ‘Raw Material Drawn from the Remotest
Zones’: Aotearoa/New Zealand and Capitalism’s Pacific
Frontier, 1770s-1830, New Zealand Journal of History,
54:2, 2020.
In this thought-provoking article, based on the 2019 J.C.
Beaglehole Lecture, historian Jim McAloon argues that the
history of these islands between the 1770s and 1830s might
be understood in the context of ‘an expanding disruptive
capitalism’. McAloon draws on a wide literature to provide a
new way of thinking about pre-Treaty of Waitangi Aotearoa.
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Supplementing scholarship that explores maritime and
environmental histories, and histories of iwi and hapū-led trade,
McAloon argues that a focus on capitalism could place the
history of these islands in its global context. Like McAloon’s
previous work, ‘Class in Colonial New Zealand’, this article
challenges us to think about our history differently. McAloon’s
reframing of the period between the 1770s and 1830s as one
shaped by capitalism has implications for future research into
the history of labour.
Jared Davidson, ‘The History of a Riot: Class, Popular Protest
and Violence in Early Colonial Nelson’, Labour History
Project website, 2020.
‘On Saturday 26 August 1843, pay day for the gang-men
employed on the New Zealand Company’s public relief works,
acting police magistrate George White frantically prepared for
the confrontation to come’. So begins Jared Davidson’s fascinating
‘micro-history of collective revolt’. Davidson shines a light on
histories of resistance – ‘combinations’, petitions, public meetings,
go-slows, work refusal, violence, and armed revolt strikes among
Nelson’s labourers. Davidson provides a vivid account of the
events surrounding ‘the tumultuous pay day of 26 August 1843’,
and also attempts to explore the who, how and why of the events
and how the New Zealand Company countered the power of the
gang-men after their show of defiance. Like McAloon’s article,
Davidson explores the relationship between colonisation and
capitalism: how did class composition and class conflict, both
overt and covert, play out in colonising contexts?
Delwyn Blondell, ‘“A Bright Eye to the Main Chance”:
Brogdens’ Navvies – British Labourers Building New Zealand’s
Railways’, MA thesis, Massey University, 2020.
In 1872, John Brogden and Sons brought over 1,000 British
labourers to New Zealand to build the new railway network.
Delwyn Blondell’s thesis explores the experience of these men,
the world they came from, and their lives in New Zealand. She
depicts a particular work culture that valued independence and
informal resistance, but was not inclined to formally organize
into unions. Her thesis is an important reminder that migration
has always shaped work and work culture in New Zealand
(a particularly timely reminder at a time when the borders
are closed and life for migrants is harder than ever).
Matt Morris, Common Ground: Garden Histories of Aotearoa,
Otago University Press, 2020.
Matt Morris provides a very different perspective on the
relationship between work and the colonisation of Aotearoa,
by focusing on gardens. He captures how important gardens
were to survival in the 19th century and complicates the picture
of New Zealand as a waged labour economy, including an account
of an employer complaining that workers put more energy into
gardens than they do into their work. Morris brings together a
wide range of sources, and the account is particularly enriched by

illustrations, both of gardens themselves and advertising material
related to gardening. He is passionate about ordinary gardening,
arguing that it was a site of both conformity and resistance.
Margaret Tennant, Geoff Watson, Kerry Taylor, City at the
Centre: A History of Palmerston North, Massey University Press,
2020.
This beautifully designed and richly illustrated book tells the story
of the people of Palmerston North. Margaret Tennant and Simon
Johnson’s chapter, ‘A City at Work’, provides a broad overview,
from the 1870s ‘bushmen’ to Palmerston North’s transformation
into a rural service centre. It details the collective organisations
that formed to address accidents, illness, wages, and conditions,
from the friendly societies to trade unions. To address a wide range
of issues and long period, the chapter zeroes in on a number of case
studies, from the Longburn freezing works and retail workers, to
the skilled trades sector. This ‘urban biography’ takes a distinctly
social history approach and adds much to our understanding of
New Zealand labour history in a local context.
Helen Peters: ‘Going up North: Unmarried Mothers and the
New Zealand State, 1950-1980’, MA thesis, Massey University,
2020.
The core of Helen Peters’ thesis is interviews with women who
were classified as unmarried mothers from the 1950s to the
1980s. Rather than looking at mother and baby homes, Peters
examines women who made private arrangements. Her thesis
is labour history in two ways. The first is that she documents the
terms of conditions under which women experience pregnancy,
give birth, and raise or are not allowed to raise infants: that is,
reproductive labour. She also documents how key the labour of
‘unmarried mothers’ was to the New Zealand economy in these
decades – as homes and farms relied on the work of women who
had few options because of shame and stigma. She shows careful
sympathy in her discussion of their experiences and documents the
difference that the Domestic Purposes Benefit made.
Elizabeth Orr, Pay Packets and Stone Walls: A Memoir of Women’s
Causes and Love of the Land, Steele Roberts, 2020.
This comprehensive history of equal pay and pay equity in New
Zealand is enriched by its location within a memoir written by “a
woman with a cause, an activist, an advocate” who was part of the
campaign for over 50 years. Elizabeth Orr documents the ways
legislation was mis/interpreted and undermined and resisted by
employers, by unions and by subsequent legislation. As well as
providing insight to aspects of the equal pay struggle that are
not well documented, the memoir format allows Orr to explicitly
make the links between the present and the past. She explains:
“As I…recuperated at home [from a fall] I had plenty of time to
contemplate the success of the Kristine Bartlett pay equity case
and Bill English’s poor pay equity bill that followed it. I decided
my memoir needed to focus on pay equity”. There are warnings for
the future in this version of the past.
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Melani Anae, The Platform: The Radical Legacy of the Polynesian
Panthers, Bridget Williams Books, 2020.
In this powerful memoir, Melani Anae begins with the question:
‘Did the PPP [Polynesian Panther Party] platform drive my life’s
work or did my life experiences drive the three-point platform
and the continuing work of the PPP? In answer, Anae weaves her
personal story – being brought up Samoan in Auckland City – with
the story of the others who formed the Polynesian Panther Party
to challenge everyday racism in New Zealand society. To bring
an end to the Dawn Raids, the Panthers forged a revolutionary
ideological platform – to resist racism, empower and educate
Pasifika peoples to liberate themselves and lead their communities.
As Anae makes clear, the platform has endured, informing our
present and future.
Oliver Sutherland, Justice & Race: Campaigns against Racism
and Abuse in Aotearoa New Zealand, Steele Roberts, 2020.
Justice & Race is Oliver Sutherland’s stark and illuminating
account of campaigns led by the Nelson Māori Committee,
Nelson Race Relations Action Group and Auckland Committee
on Racism and Discrimination between 1969 and 1986.
They challenged institutional racism in police, justice and
social welfare systems at a time where Pākehā largely believed
New Zealand had the best race relations in the world. Campaigners,
such as Sutherland, exposed how often Māori and Pasifika
young people were targeted by police, compared to Pākehā, and
documented the horrific treatment of those taken into state
custody, particularly Lake Alice psychiatric hospital. ACORD
worked closely with the Polynesian Panthers, challenging police
behaviour on the streets of Auckland, so it is well worth reading
Justice & Race alongside The Platform.

Noel O’Hare, Tooth and Veil: The Life and Times of the New Zealand
Dental Nurse, Massey University Press, 2020.

Will Hansen ‘“Every Bloody Right To Be Here”: Trans
Resistance in Aotearoa New Zealand, 1967 – 1989’, MA Thesis,
Victoria University of Wellington.
Will Hansen’s thesis explores trans survival and resistance in the
1970s and 1980s. Hansen combines careful archival work, with a
range of oral history to uncover three key strategies: community
building, pride, and normalising. Access to and exclusion from
different forms of work is a key thread running through this
thesis. Some trans people kept their identities hidden, so they
could continue their work. Others were excluded from most forms
of work, and so a combination of sex work and trans-run coffee
shops provided both economic survival and places of community.
Hansen’s thesis pays particular attention to the way building
community was a key act of both resistance and survival, but does
not simplify or romanticise this process.

Mark Derby, Rock College: An Unofficial History of Mt Eden Prison,
Massey University Press, 2020.
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News and Events
Gordon Anderson (gordon.anderson@vuw.ac.nz)
contributed the following:

Blueprints Three-part Podcast on Wairoa vs the Talley’s

NZ Book of Awards Project
Commonly known as the Book of Awards, its official title is
Awards, Agreements, Orders, and Decisions made under the Industrial
Relations Act, Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act, the
Apprentices Act, the Labour Disputes Investigation Act, and other
Industrial Legislation. For many years, I have fielded requests for
NZ Legal Information Institute to digitise the Book of Awards
but have been reluctant to take on the project without funding.
NZLII is regarded as a perfect venue to host a digital copy of
the Book of Awards due to our neutrality and lack of tracking
of users.

In 2010, Talleys, one of NZ’s biggest companies and owned
by one of its richest families, took full control of the AFFCO
Meatworks. It then embarked on a five year campaign to
de-unionise its workforce. But workers in Wairoa and towns
across the country said no. They were locked out three times
in five years.
The story of the long dispute is now the subject of a new three-part
podcast series called ‘Blueprints’. It features interviews with the
LHP’s Ross Webb, an historian of meat worker unionism, meat
worker Peter Amato, and union organiser and campaigner Simon
Oosterman.

With the recently announced changes to the employment
bargaining landscape, MBIE have offered a small amount of
funding, enough to get all 344 volumes scanned. We are seeking
donations from individuals and organisations who could potentially
benefit from having the Book of Awards available in a searchable
(and free) format. A sample page from one volume has been
created so that potential donors can see what the output would be.
We have decided to separate the cases from the Awards and will
have a separate database listing for the decisions extracted from the
Book of Awards: http://nzlii.org/nz/other/NZIndAwd/1974. We
also realise that there are fiscal constraints regarding the project
– a suggested figure is $500 for organisations. More is of course
welcome. Our expected budget is around $50,000. NZLII operates
under the umbrella of the University of Otago, so all donations are
tax deductible. It would help with tracking the financing of the
project if any donations made are tagged with Book of Awards
project please. Donations can be made via direct deposit, invoice
or credit card: https://alumni.otago.ac.nz/donate/NZLII http://
www.nzlii.org/nzlii/contributors/contribute.pdf .
All donations will be very gratefully received.
Please feel free to contact me if you require any more information,
thank you,
Judi, Manager NZLII
nzlii@otago.ac.nz 1
We do record the number of visits to databases but not by whom,
or where they go within NZLII. So I can say that we received
23 million uses of NZLII in 2020 from 192 countries but cannot
say that the 2 uses from Antarctica were a) the same person using
NZLII on different days/browsers or b) what they looked at.

Part 1: https://open.spotify.com/episode/2O2Z
redHnTdTdOb8MmgjHF
Part 2: https://open.spotify.com/episode/
2s7II1jdO7bTJFna1KZjfC
Part 3: https://open.spotify.com/episode/
1ZDw204RWAHAgGcQaOum1X
Blueprints is a new podcast about political strategy. Previous
episodes have focused on Homosexual Law Reform, the recent
teachers’ strike, and Unite Union’s campaign against Zero Hour
Contracts, among others.
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The Arrival of the New Zealand
History Curriculum

For many years there has been no compulsory teaching of the
history of Aotearoa/New Zealand in our schools. This situation
was set to change with the Government announcement in
2019 that the compulsory teaching of New Zealand history
would be introduced into all our schools. In February 2021 the
Ministry of Education Te Tāhuhu o te Mātauranga released a
draft New Zealand history curriculum for public consideration
and comment. The Labour History Project welcomed the
introduction of the compulsory teaching of New Zealand history
into our schools. We also strongly supported the proposed
curriculum’s emphasis on history from the point of view of the
tangata whenua. We have, nevertheless, a number of serious
concerns about the proposed curriculum as it stands, which
Peter Clayworth set out in the following submission which we
now share with our members and subscribers.

PO Box 27-425, Wellington
Submission on “Aotearoa New Zealand’s Histories in the New
Zealand Curriculum” Draft for Consultation January 2021,
Peter Clayworth for the Labour History Project.
31 May 2021
My name is Peter Clayworth and I am making this submission
on behalf of the Labour History Project (LHP). The LHP is an
organisation of unionists and historians with a particular interest
in the history of the working people of Aotearoa/New Zealand
and their struggles for a better life. I have a PhD in history from
the University of Otago and have been working full-time as a
professional historian since 1999. I am on the executive of the
LHP and have been involved with the organisation since 2005.
The Labour History Project has found the 17 May 2021 paper of
the Royal Society Te Apārangi Expert Advisory Panel, “Aotearoa
New Zealand’s Histories: A response to the draft curriculum”
particularly useful in making our own submission.
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We strongly support the introduction of Aotearoa New Zealand
Histories as part of the core curriculum for Year 1-10 students in
New Zealand schools. We believe it is essential young people are
given the skills and knowledge to critically examine the history
of the country they live in.
We also strongly support the proposal that Māori history has a
central place in the draft curriculum. We agree with the idea that
the curriculum should include study of the histories of hapū and
iwi themselves and of the interactions between different hapū
and iwi. It should also examine the history of the experiences
hapū and iwi have had of colonisation. We also consider that the
unique story of the Moriori, the indigenous people of Rekohu (the
Chatham Islands/Wharekauri) should be discussed in schools
both in mainland New Zealand and on the Chatham Islands.
We support the proposal that students should learn to interpret
Aotearoa New Zealand Histories through the examples of local
experiences. Schools and Boards of Trustees should have the
leeway to decide on the aspects of local history to be studied.
This should include an emphasis on the experiences of the
tangata whenua of the regions in question, but the experiences
of other groups that make up the community should also be part
of the curriculum. We believe that an emphasis on local examples
will help students relate to historical narratives, while also giving
them a greater understanding of their home areas and the histories
of their families or other groups they belong to.
We share with the Royal Society Te Apārangi Expert Advisory
Panel a concern over “the brevity, fragmentation and, therefore,
coherence of the curriculum draft…” and like the Panel, offer our
own suggestions in a spirit of constructive criticism.1
We note that the draft curriculum emphasises three big ideas:
•
•

•

Māori history is the foundational and continuous history
of Aotearoa New Zealand.

Colonisation and its consequences have been central to our
history for the past 200 years and continue to influence all
aspects of New Zealand society.
The course of Aotearoa New Zealand’s history has been
shaped by the exercise and effects of power.

We share the concern expressed by the Panel that these themes are
so broad that more detailed aspects of New Zealand’s history are
in danger of being lost. We also worry that local stories that may
be of great benefit in illustrating aspects of our history will only be
considered if they can be shoe-horned into the “three big ideas.”
The Labour History Project has a particular interest in the history
of working people. This has been an international story, from
the time of the great Polynesian voyages through to the modern
history of the movement of immigrants and refugees, along with
the transferral of ideas and the building of international solidarity
of working-class movements. The history of New Zealand’s trade
unions, for example, has consistently involved the input of people
and ideas from other countries; has involved struggles linked to
international campaigns; and has produced developments that have

in turn influenced movements overseas. Given our internationalist
view, we share the Expert Advisory Panel’s concern that the
draft history curriculum appears to show little consideration of
how Aotearoa New Zealand history has been situated in a wider
world. We also consider that if the history of peoples’ migration
to Aotearoa New Zealand is to be understood, there needs to
be some understanding of the history of what led them to leave
their places of origin, including such factors as class struggle and
economic oppression. We agree with the panel’s suggestion that
there could usefully be a fourth big idea in the curriculum: The
course of Aotearoa New Zealand’s history has been shaped by the
movement of peoples, ideas, technologies and institutions across
national boundaries and territories.2
Such an internationalist view of history also links well with the
theme of colonisation and the role that empires and capitalism
have played in colonisation.
As stated above, we support the emphasis suggested on Māori
history. We are therefore concerned that, as currently presented,
the history of Māori from the time of the arrival of their
Polynesian ancestors through to the time of the arrival of Pākehā
appears to have been largely ignored. We would suggest that
there needs to be some history of hapū and iwi during the 600
years or so when Māori were the only people in Aotearoa. A
similar story needs to be looked at for the period when Moriori
were the only people on Rekohu (the Chatham Islands). New
Zealand students need to gain an idea that the longest period
of human occupation, cultural development and environmental
change in Aotearoa New Zealand (from human arrival up until
the late 18th century) was not simply a prelude to Pākehā arrival
and European colonisation.
An understanding of Te Tiriti o Waitangi is of fundamental
importance to understanding New Zealand history. It is,
however, not possible to view Te Tiriti in context without
an understanding of the period of contact between Māori
and Pākehā from 1769 through to 1840. Currently the draft
curriculum appears to largely ignore this period, yet it is a period
of immense importance to Māori and Pākehā. This era involved
interaction between Māori and a wide range of Pākehā including
British, Australian-based British, French and Americans.
New animals, plants, diseases and technology were introduced,
bringing huge changes to the environment, economy, warfare and
migration patterns. Just as Pākehā came to explore and learn about
New Zealand, Māori explored and learned about Australia, the
wider Pacific and the rest of the world. Māori and missionaries
jointly developed te reo as a written language. British, French
and Māori missionaries spread Christianity around the islands
with varying degrees of success. Whalers who settled in Aotearoa
became absorbed into Māori families, creating significant
dynasties. Some iwi and hapū moved to new areas they would
occupy up until the present day. Colonisation schemes set the scene
for large scale Pākehā immigration, while Māori tried to work out
how to deal with a rapidly changing world, including through
agreements such as He Whakaputanga o te Rangatiratanga o Niu
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Tirani/the Declaration of Independence 1835. This whole period
is essential to understanding Te Tiriti, changes to Māori society
and the beginnings of Pākehā colonisation. It also one of the most
fascinating times in our history.
We support the emphasis the draft curriculum has placed on Te
Tiriti o Waitangi/the Treaty of Waitangi, but we consider that
students must be given the tools to critically examine the treaty
(or treaties) rather than being directed to particular conclusions
regarding it. We strongly disagree with the statement in the draft
history curriculum, “It is clear that Māori… signed [Te Tiriti] in the
belief that it would give them power to govern in partnership with
the Governor.”3 It is not at all clear what beliefs those who signed
Te Tiriti held with regard to the significance of their signing. The
idea of partnership is one that has been developed over time since
1840. Students should be called on to look critically at Te Tiriti,
at why some Māori signed and some did not, at what evidence we
have for what the Treaty meant initially and how the meaning and
importance of Te Tiriti has changed through the years. Students
should not be directed to come to a specified conclusion about
what Te Tiriti meant or what people have believed it to mean.
We applaud the draft curriculum’s emphasis on Māori history
and the proposal that the histories of specific local hapū and
iwi be examined. We strongly disagree with the way the draft
curriculum appears to lump all other New Zealanders together as
“newcomers” or “particular groups who have moved to Aotearoa
New Zealand.”4 We agree with the Expert Advisory Panel that
the curriculum should specifically recognise the diversity of New
Zealand society including ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation
and identity, religion, social status and economic class. We share
the concerns expressed by Helene Wong that simply defining
all non-Māori as an amorphous group of migrants will lead to
the history of diverse groups such as the many different Asian
New Zealanders continuing to be ignored.5 The recognition of the
diverse history of New Zealanders will enable students to identify
with the stories of their own ancestors and with others who have
had similar experiences. In line with this idea of diversity, we would
suggest that history teachers, in addition to making contact with
local hapū, also make contact with others, Māori or non-Māori,
in local communities who can share their knowledge of aspects
of history.
As a group interested in labour history, we also consider that the
issue of class as one of the fundamental bases of economy and
society should be included in the curriculum. The curriculum
should examine how the struggles of working people, be they
Māori or non-Māori, female or male, have helped build and
change the society of Aotearoa New Zealand. History should be
looked at “from below”, i.e. through the lives and work of ordinary
people, rather than simply as a process by which those in power
have directed others. We believe that, in addition to looking at the
lives of working people, the curriculum should also consider such
major events as the 1913 Great Strike or the struggle for equal pay
for women.
We share the concern of the Expert Advisory Panel that the

draft curriculum as presented says little about women’s history
and wāhine Māori. We believe such history should be a central
focus. This should include the examination of how women have
struggled to change society and how gender roles, lives, identity
and attitudes to sexual orientation have changed through the years.
Such an approach should also consider the diversity of attitudes
to gender that exists across the diverse groups in Aotearoa New
Zealand.
“Workers” and “women” should not simply be considered as “people
and groups [that] have campaigned on or asserted their human
rights.”6 Class and gender are among the essential bases of society:
workers (including women) and women (of all classes) have fought
to change the power structure of Aotearoa New Zealand’s society
and economy. A similar situation can be seen with Māori struggles
and with campaigns against racism and homophobia. These
struggles should not be represented as simply attempts by a range
of groups to get the state to grant rights - they have been struggles
to fundamentally change society.
We also share the concern of the Expert Advisory Panel over
the lack of emphasis in the draft curriculum on such subjects as
economic history, welfare and struggles over inequality, disease and
health, political history, New Zealand’s role in the world and the
development of New Zealand’s popular culture, including the roles
of music and sport. As the Panel has written,
While all these topics cannot be included in detail, some
of them are so essential to understanding those that are,
particularly those that relate to economic and demographic
change, that not to include them compromises the proposed
curriculum as a whole. The inclusion of many of these topics
also has the potential to create a more lively curriculum for
many students and young people.7
We are concerned that the draft curriculum document makes no
mention of the resources that will be allocated to teach the new
history curriculum. We believe that the new curriculum needs to
be taught by well-paid and trained teachers. It is also important
that teachers and students have a wide range of course material,
particularly material relating to the histories of Māori, Pasifika and
New Zealanders of Asian descent and the wide range of other
groups that make up contemporary Aotearoa New Zealand. We
believe the curriculum should be taught partly through working
with hapū, iwi and other local groups with historical knowledge,
but believe these groups should receive some financial backing for
this work.
We are concerned that the draft curriculum appears to at times
be quite didactic, suggesting that students should be led to draw
particular conclusions. We are also concerned about the emphasis
on students being trained to make ethical judgements on past
actions. As is stated in other sections of the draft curriculum,
training in history should involve teaching students to identify
sources of evidence, weigh up that evidence and interpret events
in the light of the evidence presented. This should not be a process
of attempting to prove a previously reached conclusion. The skills
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developed in history research provide students with a basis for a
wide range of other critical inquiries.
A final point we would like to make is that the history curriculum
should not put students off Aotearoa New Zealand’s history (or
any other history for that matter). Ideally it should instil in them a
love of history. Teaching history through the stories of individual
people and their relationships could be a way to engage students’
interest. Finding stories in the local area that illustrate the subjects
being studied could be another way of doing this, or relating
stories to people’s own background. We thoroughly support the
aim of introducing an Aotearoa New Zealand histories curriculum
into our schools and hope it can be done in such a way as to give
students an appreciation of the people, events and struggles that
continue to shape this country.
Editor: Knowing that the curriculum is pretty jam-packed as it
is, I thought it useful to go to the flaxroots and ask a West Coast
principal for her thoughts, which reveal, I think, the range of
hoops that will be jumped through on the way to the classroom
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Response from Maureen Truman, Principal, Karoro School,
Greymouth/Mawheranui
Kia ora Paul,
Regarding the ANZH Curriculum I must confess slackness! We
have been so focused on localising our Karoro Curriculum through
community consultation and connecting with local iwi, that we
have not done as much work around it as we should have.
I have, just in the last week of term, signed Karoro up as being
interested in trialling the newly MoE refreshed Social Sciences
Curriculum, within which the ANZH is a strand. I thought this
may bring the staff up to speed.
Personally, I believe it is time for schools to explore with students
the ‘real’ stories of early colonisation from all perspectives. You
will remember your history learning, probably like mine, Kupe,
Tasman and Cook, the signing of a treaty, the formation of the
NZ Company, early governors, the depressions and the two world
wars! So in that respect it has to be an improvement. I don’t have
enough knowledge of the learning objectives of ANZH, but it has
to be better than the above.
Like all initiatives, there will be considerable PD needed and
a period of experimentation/embedding. The MoE-supplied
resources to support it look good.
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Finally:
Pertinent to this topic of teaching history, Mark Derby sent
me a poem celebrating the life and work of American historian,
Howard Zinn.
Mark wrote: Hi Paul - this is not a great poem, granted, but
Zinn, who died a few years ago, was a great man who made
an immeasurable contribution to labour history in its wider
sense and perhaps this therefore qualifies for the Bulletin as
an international contribution:
For Howard Zinn
who will come to tell us what we know
that the king’s clothes are soiled with
the history of our blood and sweat
who memorializes us when we have been vanquished
who recounts our moments of resistance, explicates
our struggles, sings of our sacrifices to those
unable to hear our song
who speaks of our triumphs, of how we
altered the course of a raging river of oppression
how we turned our love for each other into a
garrison of righteous rebellion

Bill, graduating with a B.A. in 1951. At Columbia University,
he earned an M.A. (1952) and a Ph.D. in history with a minor
in political science (1958).
Zinn came to believe that the point of view expressed in traditional
history books was often limited. Zinn joined activist movements
throughout his life, whether union-based, civil rights-based or
peace-based and often wrote texts based on that involvement.
The best known of these texts is A People’s History of the United
States, which challenges the mainstream narrative of American
history. The book depicts the struggles of Native Americans
against European and U.S. conquest and expansion, slaves against
slavery, unionists and other workers against capitalists, women
against patriarchy, and African-Americans for civil rights.
In the years since the first edition of A People’s History was published
in 1980, it has been used as an alternative to standard textbooks
in many college history courses. In 2007, he published a version of
it for younger readers, A Young People’s History of the United States.
In the introduction he wrote:
The historian has been trained in a society in which education and
knowledge are put forward as technical problems of excellence and not
as tools for contending social classes, races, nations.
This learned sense of moral proportion, coming from the apparent
objectivity of the scholar, is accepted more easily than when it comes
from politicians at press conferences. It is therefore more deadly.

who shows us even in failure, when we
have been less than large, when our own
prejudices have been turned against us like
stolen weapons
who walks among us, willing to tell the truth
about the monster of lies, an eclipse that casts
a shadow dark enough to cover centuries
what manner of man, of woman, of truth teller
roots around the muck of history, the word covered
in the mud of denial, the mythology of the conquerors
let them be Zinn, let them sing to the people of history
let their song come slowly, on the periphery of canon
of history departments owned by corporate prevaricators
let their song be sung in small circles, furtive meetings
lonely readers, underground and under siege
their song, the seed crushed to earth, and growing
now a tree, with fruit, multiplying truth.
- Kenneth Carroll
Zinn described himself as, ‘something of an anarchist, something
of a socialist. Maybe a democratic socialist.’ He wrote extensively
about the civil rights movement, the anti-war movement and
labour history of the United States.
After World War II, Zinn, born to a Jewish immigrant family
from Eastern Europe, attended New York University on the GI

My viewpoint, in telling the history of the United States, is different:
that we must not accept the memory of states as our own. Nations are
not communities and never have been. The history of any country,
presented as the history of a family, conceals fierce conflicts of interest
(sometimes exploding, most often repressed) between conquerors and
conquered, masters and slaves, capitalists and workers, dominators and
dominated in race and sex. And in such a world of conflict, a world
of victims and executioners, it is the job of thinking people, as Albert
Camus suggested, not to be on the side of the executioners.
If history is to be creative, to anticipate a possible future without
denying the past, it should, I believe, emphasize new possibilities
by disclosing those hidden episodes of the past when, even if in
brief flashes, people showed their ability to resist, to join together,
occasionally to win. I am supposing, or perhaps only hoping,
that our future may be found in the past’s fugitive moments of
compassion rather than in its solid centuries of warfare.
Behind the English invasion of North America, behind their massacre
of Indians, their deception, their brutality, was that special powerful
drive born in civilizations based on private property. It was a morally
ambiguous drive; the need for space, for land, was a real human need.
But in conditions of scarcity, in a barbarous epoch of history ruled by
competition, this human need was transformed into the murder of
whole peoples.
Moved by these comments of Zinn I sent a few provocations
to some of our labour historians, as a way to perhaps widen the
ideological discussion locally.
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Why does a historian choose to become a historian of ‘the people’
or ‘the working class’?
Is there an ideology involved in that choice? How does the
ideology inform your writing? Is it simply a choosing of topic
or does it go deeper?
Does this ideology involve commitment and if so, what is that
commitment?
Does the writer of working class or people’s history need to be an
activist as well – outside the sphere of writing – that is, involved in
people’s movements at the grass roots level?
Zinn wrote a history of the US from a democratic socialist point
of view and it is well read and used in the classroom. Would it be
useful to have such a history of Aotearoa?
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Resistance to destructuring in the 1980s
presentation at the 2020 LHP forum:
‘From Kinleith to the dole queue: workers’
struggles in the 1980s’
Toby Boraman
In the 1980s it seemed like most workplaces in Kaikorai Valley in
Dunedin, where I grew up, were shut down one by one. The biggest
closures were that of the Roslyn Woollen Mill in 1981 and the
Burnside meatworks in 1988. At the former, 503 mostly female
workers lost their jobs in what was then the biggest nationwide
closure of a textile mill, while in the latter over 1000 workers,
mostly males, were laid off.1 It seemed that at least one, if not
two, people in the overwhelming majority of families I knew
had been thrown onto the scrapheap. De-industrialisation cast a
long shadow over that community. It was a grim and tough time.
I later learnt my experience was hardly unusual, as restructuring
– particularly of blue-collar industries – had galling, traumatic
impacts on so many other communities throughout the country in
the 80s. For many, especially in single-industry towns or suburbs,
it had even greater and lasting impacts.
Automation. Computerisation. Restructuring. Rationalising.
Downsizing. Efficiency. Flexible production; these were some
of the catch-words used in the 1980s to rather benignly describe
the vicious brutality of ‘destructuring’ (destroying industry and
jobs), as it was then called by some unionists.2 This piece shall argue
that de-industrialisation and its twin, neoliberalism, were brutal
and violent attacks by capital and the state on the working-class in
order to restore profitability, make business more internationally
competitive, and generally enrich the capitalist class at the expense
of the working-class. In the words of New Zealand Meatworkers’
Union official Ken Findlay, ‘it was corporate terrorism.’3
This article is a broad, sweeping overview, and does not capture
the complexity and variety of responses to destructuring.
Hence, many comments will not apply to certain unions, and
this article will exclude many valuable and important struggles
(for example, I have overlooked many campaigns, and instead
focussed on strikes), will sweep over tensions, and overlook the
disproportionate impacts of destructuring on Māori, Pasifika
and women.
I have left out the oral history quotations I used in my talk due
to lack of space. Finally, I have not researched the period from
the mid-1980s onwards in-depth yet, so my comments there are
highly preliminary and exploratory.

An even bigger defeat than 1951?
Resistance to destructuring was widespread: the 1980s was one
of the most strike-prone decades in Aotearoa history. Numerous
strikes were undertaken over redundancy claims, or attempts to
resist wage cuts and declining working conditions. In general,
destructuring was especially resisted by blue-collar workers – in
other words, those most affected by it. Hence blue-collar Māori,
Pākehā, Pasifika, males and females were often at the forefront of
struggle. By the mid to late 1980s, however, white-collar workers
in the state sector also protested en masse against comprehensive
state destructuring and job losses, including large token (brief )
strikes against the 1988 State Sector Act.
Despite hundreds of amazing, inspiring struggles over a wide
variety of causes, and many notable successes, ultimately the
labour movement was unable to resist destructuring in a sustained
way. Overall, the 1980s was a momentous and bleak decade for
the labour movement. The movement began to decline in size
and bargaining power as unemployment mounted and conditions
eroded. As one of my interviewees for a broad project on strikes
in the 1970s and 1980s commented in 2013, ‘it’s a long retreat.
Since the middle 1980s, that’s sort of 25 years [now 35 years] is
it?...This is the longest retreat of the working class in the history
of capitalism. It really is…I always used to think that the 1950s
was this terrible time of red baiting and working-class retreat but
that was nothing.’ It is a lasting defeat which I think unions have
not really recovered from today, despite numerous attempts at
resuscitation.
Traditionally destructuring is understood as a massive shift in
capitalism in high-income countries away from a production-based
economy, and towards one more based on financial speculation and
low-paid service and retail jobs (as manufacturing was offshored
to countries with low wages and terrible working conditions).4
However, destructuring was more than just slashing industrial
jobs. Factories that remained were often relocated internally
within Aotearoa, and/or redesigned to suit management. In these
new plants, management generally were able to make workers
work faster for less pay and poorer conditions, and fracture the
strong shopfloor and union bonds or camaraderie that existed
among workers in many plants (including the workplace-whānau
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Cartoon by Tom Scott fromt the cover of a 1981 New Zealand Meatworkers’ Union pamphlet by Roger Middlemass about the ‘4 to 5 scheme’ of job rotation.
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that many Māori helped to create). Finally, capitalists often tore
up the ‘restrictive practices’ that many unions and workers had
established to make work more humane, secure, less alienating,
and sometimes even fun. In other words, destructuring was also
about management re-imposing its supposed ‘right to manage’
workplaces after a lengthy and turbulent period of labour unrest.
Impacts of destructuring –
and seeing it as a social movement from above
Destructuring led to widespread factory closures, mass
unemployment (as tens if not over a hundred thousand workers
were made redundant), the sharp contraction and sometimes
disappearance of many industries,5 and a sharp rise in inequality.
The share of national income going to labour, rather than capital,
dropped from a record high of just over 70% in 1981 to just
over 60% in 1990, a situation from which it has not recovered.6
Destructuring/de-industrialisation was and is a major (and often
overlooked) cause of the deep and systemic level of class inequality
today, as Oxfam finds that the two richest people – both white
men – in the country own more wealth than the bottom 30% of
the population.7
Hence I argue that destructuring and neoliberalism (including
associated state destructuring from the mid-1980s) were a
social movement from above by capital and the state to restore
business profitability after profits had been squeezed by the global
recession and oil shocks of the 1970s and early 1980s.8 This
contrasts with standard state-centred accounts of neoliberalism,
which largely see it as an abstract ideology or a set of government
policies about de-regulation and the free market and so on.
These ideas and policies are seen as detached from material and
historical forces, especially that of the social relations of class
exploitation.9 By focussing on ideas or the state, the major role
of employers in propelling these changes to their own benefit can
be neglected (although, to be clear, destructuring of the economy
was a combined effort by the state and capital).
The social impacts were scarring and traumatic. I get the
impression most workers probably thought they had jobs for life,
or thought they could easily get a job elsewhere. Impact reports
illustrate that while some recovered and secured jobs elsewhere,
many others experienced huge ongoing financial struggles, became
depressed, lost the camaraderie and friendship they had at work,
and experienced major strains and conflicts in their relationships,
families and communities.10
Retreat rather than resistance
While this article focusses on resistance, often destructuring was
not resisted much at all. Indeed, job cuts and closedowns were
notoriously difficult to resist. Many unions and workers were
unprepared for the magnitude of the assault. Unions had been
built during a lengthy period of economic growth. They were
thus more geared towards increasing wages than saving
livelihoods. Many were stunned and felt powerless to resist
– they were unable or unwilling to mount much of a challenge

for various reasons, including for example a feeling that many
companies were too large and powerful to oppose. Employers
frequently, and often successfully, used the tactic of threatening
to shut down a workplace unless wage cuts, layoffs, speed ups
and greater managerial control were accepted – and they did
close down factories that refused to agree, such as the Petone
meatworks in 1981. Many unions – including powerful ones
such as at Kinleith – found it impossible to resist this tactic over
a lengthy period of time.
Early to mid 1980s: limited successes, but beginnings of retreat
My research indicates that perhaps resistance to destructuring
can be split into two phases: the period from the 1970s to the
early-mid 1980s, when destructuring began (but was limited to a
few industries) and some struggles were successful; and the mid1980s onwards, when destructuring quickly escalated and a major
defeat was inflicted on the labour movement. During the earlier
period the labour movement was on a high after defeating the
wage restrictions of the Remuneration Act 1979 through strike
action and the remarkable Kinleith mill strike of 1980. Buoyed by
these successes, some innovative attempts to oppose destructuring
occurred. Four of these attempts are discussed below
Southdown re-opening 1980
When employers unexpectedly closed the Southdown meatworks
in Auckland in 1980, the Auckland and Tomoana Freezing
Workers’ Union went out nationally in order to re-open
Southdown. The strike, together with negotiations between the
company, government and union, temporarily re-opened the plant.
While a short-lived victory – bosses closed Southdown for good
in 1981 – this represents a rare and possibly unique international
example of a strike causing a factory to re-open.11
Rixen occupation 1981
The Rixen clothing factory in Levin was occupied for three months
in 1981 by about 40 women (and a few men) of the Wellington
Clothing Workers’ Union, representing the longest workplace
occupation in Aotearoa history, and one of most sustained
collective acts of workers’ civil disobedience during the 1980s.
The employer had shut the factory without giving workers any
redundancy payouts so workers occupied the factory and resisted
attempts to throw them out. They received widespread support
from other unionists. While unable to gain any redundancy pay
from their former boss, their occupation resulted in a redundancy
clause being included in the national award for clothing workers
for the first time.12
Job sharing schemes
Various unions attempted to limit unemployment by sharing
jobs amongst themselves. They did this by attempting to bring in
various work roster schemes, but employers tended to resist these
rosters strongly (witness the bitter disputes of the Seamen’s Union
over a roster in the face of containerisation a decade earlier). A
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The Rixen occupation, Levin 1981 - stills from the documentary Even Dogs are Given Bones
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A ‘Timaru picket of the New Zealand Meatworkers’ Union that tried to stop live sheep exports during the national 1986 meatworkers’ strike’, Alexander Turnbull Library, Dominion
Post Collection (PAColl-7327) Reference: 94-247-1/14’

notable example in the early 1980s was that of the ‘4 for 5’ scheme
of the West Coast (North Island) branch of the New Zealand
Meatworkers’ Union. Workers under the scheme would work four
days a week, on a rotating basis, and receive five days pay in return
for accepting some new technology. The Cooperative Wholesale
Society considered this scheme at one plant, but the Muldoon
government promptly intervened and promised to outlaw the
roster if it proceeded. It was then dropped.13
Oringi union recognition battle 1981
Lastly, the same regional branch of the Meatworkers’ Union also
had a remarkable victory at one of the new highly automated
meatworks that were established after the government
de-regulated the industry in 1981. Oringi meatworks, near
Dannevirke, was built in 1981 by one of the aggressive new breed
of employers that appeared in the 1980s. He explicitly aimed to
de-unionise the plant, and to hire a compliant workforce. He
and his management perceived women to be more docile than
men and therefore they made a conscious effort to employ more
women in a traditionally male-dominated industry. Yet, after
a sustained effort by union officials and workers alike, which
involved arrests, trespass notices, and hounding of union officials
by company security, the plant was eventually unionised. Women

meatworkers were prominent in this struggle in an industry
which was very male-dominated, and afterwards led a series
of strikes at the plant. In response, the company preferred to
employ middle-aged men with children, as they perceived them
to be more docile.14
Yet overall, destructuring in this phase was not halted. These
partial successes were not replicated elsewhere. For example,
the Rixen occupation was an exemplary act of resistance, yet
it was not followed by a wave of occupations against shutdowns,
unlike other countries during the same period which faced a
similar round of destructuring.15 Often resistance was based on
localised, workplace or factory-based traditions of solidarity – what
meatworker officials called ‘shed-ism’ (shed meaning an individual
meatworks) and others have called ‘factory consciousness’.
However, it was difficult and costly to hold national or solidarity
strikes against redundancies; instead, resistance necessarily focused
on a few companies and workplaces, while financial and other
support flowed in from elsewhere.
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Mid-1980s: retreat and division
Destructuring became deeper, wider and more brutal in the mid
to late 1980s and afterwards in the 1990s. This rapid destructuring
was fueled and enabled by the neoliberal zeal of the Labour
government’s imposition from above of an internationally harsh
version of neoliberalism in 1984. Yet it was also driven by an
associated, and just as remarkable, capitalist feeding frenzy of
destructuring, takeovers, mergers, asset stripping and financial
speculation. In short, it was a period of blitzkrieg tactics by
employers and the state on the one hand, and of a historic defeat
and retreat for the labour movement on the other, a defeat which
was then codified, entrenched and extended by an even bigger
loss, namely the Employment Contracts Act 1991. Resistance was
relatively widespread, but generally, was firmly forced onto the
back foot.

prone and probably most strategically powerful section of the
workforce to resist destructuring. For some, the strike was ‘a major
success in defence against the de-regulating drive’16 or resulted
in a compromise between unions and employers. Yet employers
hailed it as a massive victory as it allowed them to introduce new
technology and new work methods, including shift work. While
the meatworkers’ unions were not humbled, as the coalminers were
in the UK, soon after, the meat processing workforce was cut in
half, as closures of meatworks became endemic.
Kawerau lockout 1986 and the fracturing of resistance
Emboldened employers began to use more aggressive tactics such
as lockouts more frequently in the 1980s. A major example was
at Kawerau in 1986. This was a watershed defeat, when pulp and
paper workers at the Tasman Mill (facing an aggressive company,
Fletcher Challenge, chaired by Ron Trotter of the neoliberal
Business Roundtable) were locked out for six weeks due to their
long-standing opposition to job cuts, automation and speed-ups.
To gloss over a major dispute, the company instigated a massive PR
campaign against the Northern Pulp and Paper Workers’ Union, or
‘Pulpies’, naming them ‘Murphy’s Mob’ (after their secretary John
Murphy). Extraordinary propaganda painted them as militant and
sexist dinosaurs from the past and wreckers opposed to the great
forward march of capital towards efficiency and prosperity. Soon
after, the community at Kawerau experienced galling job cuts.
Significant community and union divisions emerged at Kawerau,
as the Tradies’ maintenance unions opposed the Pulpies, apart
from a few such as the Auckland Boilermakers. This exemplifies
how resistance became far more intense, bitter and fractured in
this period. In general, many unions who often had ties with the
Labour Party (and thus did not wish to rock the boat too much
against a gung-ho neoliberal Labour government) surmised that it
was too difficult to resist destructuring and neoliberalism through
workplace action,. This was the case especially for moderate unions
like the Engineers’ Union and the Public Service Association (PSA),
but also for several formerly militant and powerful unions. They
controversially argued that unions needed to retreat and soften the
blows of destructuring by aiming for partnership agreements with
employers and a compact with the state. They asserted if hardwon gains were conceded, productivity (or work speeds) increased,
and strikes avoided, jobs could be saved. Furthermore, some in this
camp thought industry needed to be modernised and updated, and
unions had to go with the flow to survive.17

Meatworkers’ national strike 1986
The six to eight week meatworkers’ (or freezing workers’)
national strike in 1986 was the largest strike against destructuring,
and also the largest strike of the 1980s. Largely due to that strike,
more working days were not worked in 1986 due to stoppages than
in other years in Aotearoa history, including 1951. This tremendous
strike was perhaps our (rather mild and unconfrontational)
version of the UK miners’ strike against pit closures in 198485, in that it represented a major attempt by the most strike-

In contrast, a vocal minority–- including a number of femaledominated unions of low-paid workers – asserted that struggle
from below had delivered many gains in the 1970s and 1980s,
and so argued for open and coordinated resistance against
destructuring to save jobs. Or if there was no alternative to
destructuring, they believed major struggles needed to be mounted
for strong redundancy deals, job re-training, and the maintenance
of conditions and wages. Some like the Boilermakers’ Federation
even pushed for sharing the profits gained from increased
production due to automation. These unions argued seeking
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partnership or a compact with capital and the state from a position
of weakness was dangerous, and would only lead to further job
and wage cuts. For example, Tony Simpson – an official within
the PSA who opposed partnership – said partnership ‘has been
a very sterile philosophy and approach, and it has gained workers
nothing but a significant fall in wages in real terms.’18 Many
thought partnership amounted to class collaboration (siding with
bosses), if not betrayal, and were especially angered by how some
union officials who pushed for partnership attempted to – from
their perspective – undermine and sometimes repress struggles
against destructuring and neoliberal legislation.
The Nissan Way – or bosses’ way – strike 1988
This major and bitter rift came to the fore in several other strikes
in the late 1980s and especially, perhaps tragically, during the
large-scale attempt to resist the Employment Contracts Act 1991
(afterwards some unions split from the CTU largely over whether
a general strike should be called to try and stop, or water down,
that legislation).

Protests at the imposition of the Nissan method

A good example of this schism occurred during the Nissan Way
strike of 1988. Destructuring in the 1980s and 1990s was often
accompanied by new management methods that encouraged
workers to work faster, compete with other workers through
‘teamwork’, and identify with the aims and profits of the company,
as well as giving management greater ‘flexibility’ as to where to
assign workers on the shop floor. The Engineers’ Union had agreed
with employers to bring in Japanese style lean (and some would say
mean) management at a Nissan auto assembly plant in Auckland.
Initially, Engineers’ Union members undertook a wildcat strike
against the Nissan Way, but Engineers’ officials forcefully clamped
down on that action, and eventually cajoled their members into
agreeing to the Nissan Way. Other unions at the plant, including
the Storeworkers’, Cleaners’ and Clerical Workers’ Unions,
revolted. They labelled the Nissan Way ‘the bosses’ way’ and struck
for 10 weeks. The strike was successful in the short term, as the
Nissan Way was not imposed on warehouse workers, clerical
workers, hotel (cafeteria) workers and cleaners. Like many strikes
of the period, Māori, Pasifika and women played a major role in
grassroots organisation of picket lines. Yet employers gained their
revenge: after mass layoffs, the Engineers became the sole union
at the plant in the early 1990s. Later in that decade the entire
car assembly industry disappeared. It was another casualty of
destructuring and neoliberalism.19
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Footnotes:

Overall, an incredibly savage and pulverising round of
destructuring had been imposed by employers (aided by the
state) in the 1980s. This continued, and even accelerated, in
the 1990s after the ECA was introduced and unions declined
even more rapidly. To make a sweeping generalisation, the
1980s was a decade of increasing employer unity and militancy
if not belligerence, and corresponding disunity between unions,
a situation which almost reversed that of the 1970s. From my
perspective, the major lesson of the period is that the severity of
destructuring and neoliberalism could perhaps have been reduced,
and jobs, wages and conditions not so rapidly lost, if major and
nationally coordinated campaigns had been able to be mounted.
This may be considered wishful and impractical thinking, but
such campaigns were relatively successful in Canada and other
countries where resistance involved a far more extensive series
of strikes and occupations, which often received significant
community and even political (parliamentary) support.20
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Roger Middlemass
Roger Middlemass started as a mutton chain butcher in 1957 and
worked 17 seasons on the chain. He was elected Shed President
in 1966 and then union organiser for the NZ Meatworkers Union
in 1974. He was President of the NZ Meatworkers Union from
1986 to 1992. In 2019 he retired as an elected official and fulltime organiser. He gave a valedictory address to the 2021 annual
conference, a recording of which may be found at:
https://u.pcloud.link/publink/show?code=XZoUTMXZARcl3Xi4wPbxEjIhx34D78tzNxHV
Below are some excerpts of his address, which may be read
as ‘a taster’.
History is about different people’s interpretation of events.
For example, in 1769 Captain Cook arrived in a place he called
Poverty Bay. In 1902 they built a meat works there. In 1971 one
of the delegates, Rangi Paenga became the first president of
the union. His ancestors would have been on the beach to greet
Captain Cook. Two hundred and fifty years after, there was a
commemoration of the landing and a lot of korero and debate. So
history is important. If we don’t have that whakapapa it’s like being
in a boat at sea with no oars, rudder, no compass.
In the meat industry the first killing plant for frozen meat was
established in 1882 in Burnside, Dunedin. Smithfield & Pukeuri
are the next oldest operating plants in the South Island. By 1900
there were thirteen in each island. Since then 122 plants have
operated with approximately 60% closing over the years, the
numbers operating not altering markedly from 40 or so over the
last 40 years.

What has happened is that the size has changed. In 1985
Westfield (Auckland) employed 2200 workers including three
hundred freezer hands. There were no fork lifts, no containers,
no boning -– it was all carcasses. There were five floors and a gang
on each floor. It needed a lot of people. They were big plants.
The second biggest was Whakatu. It had 2160 workers. In 1985
there were eight plants with over a thousand workers, seventeen
with over five hundred. There were four plants in Auckland
employing 5000 workers. They were big but the total number in
the country didn’t vary much.
A plant needed a railway line as the meat was carried by rail
and it was also good to be near a port. The other thing you
needed was a river to dump the shit in – blood, guts, acids…
Or you could dump it into the sea. People didn’t care in those days.
In Wellington Harbour there was a great patch of rusty water off
Petone and another one off Ngauranga.
The work was physically hard. You were manhandling carcasses
and heavy sides of beef weighing 350 kilo, so freezer hands were
big guys. But the work is harder today psychologically. Back in
those days you could have a blow. Nowadays the tasks are broken
into smaller and smaller tasks so you’re doing more carcasses in a
day. You can’t have fun either. You used to be able to have fun. You
have fun today you get sacked. In those days the wages were high.
The average for a slaughterman was $478 a day (translated into
current value). In Southland they were killing for five and a half
days a week so they earned just short of $3000 a week. Big money.
The statistics were collected by the union. At a conference we’d
go around and ask delegates for the figures and the resulting
information was a powerful weapon at the bargaining table.
When you have the tallies and the pay rates for every chain in
the country, it’s hard for them to argue with you.
The 1980s and 1990s were a time of turmoil in the industry. A
lot of companies fell over. The biggest, Waitaki NZR fell over.
And then other plants opened. There was a drop in the number of
people employed by 39%, but an increase in the number of plants.
The number of chains dropped from 115 to 65. This was caused
by the introduction of shift work. Chains and jobs were wiped out
and companies fell over, but a lot of them were not up to standard.

Burnside Freezing Works, Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa)

Health and Safety in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s wasn’t there.
In the off season I worked in demolition and would be wielding
a 40k jackhammer on a beam 8 metres off the ground with no
scaffolding, no harness, no ear muffs. Hygiene regulations were
slack as well. Initially we were told they’d put sterilisers all along
the chain, but then they pulled back. When the chains were
going we’d take eight seconds per carcass; you take one second
to sterilise your knife that’s 12% ‘wasted’ in their view.
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One of the things we have to watch out for all the time is the
incremental increase in what they’re asking. They just want you to
go a little bit faster, start a little bit earlier, finish a little bit later…
I want to mention absenteeism. We’d go to negotiations and they’d
say, ‘Your people are always absent.’ But they don’t keep proper
figures about absenteeism. Or why people are absent. There can
be a lot of reasons: the kids are playing up, you’ve had a falling
out with your partner, and a lot of people are in pain. I remember
this researcher she came to a shed meeting and asked, ‘I want
you to raise your hand if in the last week you’ve taken any antiinflammatories or pain killers.’ A forest of hands went up. If you’re
in that position on a Monday morning, sometimes you say, ‘Fuck
it, I’ll stay in bed.’
We had a big fight to get seniority and there’s still arguments
about it. If you don’t have it then you get corruption in shop floor
management. Back in the 1970s I visited a shed and afterward
I was talking to a fulla in the pub and he said, ‘You know I have to
shout the foremen every time he comes in here. It helps to bring
him meat and fish as well.’ I repeated that at the meeting next day
and there was a roar, so I knew it was true. We want dignity as
workers. Seniority gives dignity.

been the big changes. Chains of course followed the Henry Ford
model. We had to decide whether we could resist shift work
forever and realised we couldn’t, so we thought outside the square.
The Fortex company at Ashburton wanted double shifts, but we
extended that to four shifts, each working three consecutive days/
nights for five days' pay. As well they agreed to guarantee a season:
top level 52 weeks, next level 30 weeks, then 15 weeks. And of
course, once there was certainty, people turned up to work. As well,
we got paid meal breaks and medical insurance.
We need new initiatives. For example at a small plant near the
Bombay Hills we persuaded the manager to pay a salary. The
workers knew what they were getting each week. Overtime was
on top of the salary.
PAYE had a massive effect because instead of workers being paid
in cash, wages were paid into their bank account. In meant it was
really hard to take up a collection for other workers who were on
strike, which was always something which really brought people
together…

Redundancy: The first redundancy agreement was 1973 at
Ngauranga. I heard that they were closing so I rang up the
delegates and said, Stop loading out. Now. The next day the
manager announces the closure and the freezer hands went on
strike and locked all the carcasses in the freezer. The strike lasted
five months and we got lots of support and the first redundancy
agreement.
And then at the end of the 1989 season at Whakatu everyone
celebrated the finish and went to the pub and at 5pm the owners
announced the plant was closed. Even the manager didn’t know.
No redundancy, nothing. So we took a delegation and went to all
the other plants in the country owned by Waitaki and we held a
ballot on a load out ban. Everyone voted for it. We went back to
the company. ‘Going to pay redundancy?’ They agreed and we got
a redundancy agreement.

Roger Middlemass addressing a stopwork meeting, Photo Manawatu Evening Standard

Women working in the industry probably started during WWII.
In 1949 the core agreement had a provision for women workers,
but they weren’t allowed to handle raw meat. In 1978 at Ocean
Beach women tried to get onto the chain. The first female slaughter
hand was in 1982.
The 1990s and the ECA were hard work. We got through it but
only just. Plants were closing. They tried to bring in individual
contracts and when we said no, they locked us out and then sent
people around to workers’ houses to try and persuade the wives.
They offered a cheque for $7000 if they could persuade their
partners to start work on the Monday but no one agreed to it.
We set up a new union in 1991 to cover the industry and agreed on
a bargaining strategy around a core document.
In terms of the industry the introduction of chains in the 1930s
rather than solo butcher and the introduction of shift work have
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Rewi Alley
Elspeth Sandys
Elspeth Sandys is a novelist, playwright and nonfiction writer,
and a second cousin of Rewi Alley.
Ask almost any person in New Zealand under the age of thirty
who Rewi Alley is and you will probably be met with a blank
stare. Ask the same question in China, particularly in the northwestern province of Gansu, and you will be met with a smile
and the words ‘One of the Top Ten Foreign Friends of China.
Revolutionary Hero!’ So why is this man, described by Prime
Minister David Lange as ‘New Zealand’s greatest son’, revered
in his adopted home of China, but virtually forgotten in the
country of his birth?
There are two answers to this question, the first, and principle
one, has its roots in the rabid anti-communism of the Cold War.
The second has its roots in the anti-Chinese racism that is still,
regrettably, part of the New Zealand psyche. New Zealand has a
sorry history when it comes to the treatment of its Chinese citizens.
For decades, after the influx of Chinese in the Gold Rush era,
there were discriminatory laws and taxes aimed solely at Asians.
The last of these - a poll tax levied against every new Chinese
immigrant - was only repealed in 1944. Racial slurs, anti-Chinese
chants (‘Ching Chong Chinaman’) are still heard. Criticisms of
China, even when justified, come with far more sting in the tail
than criticisms of the US or the UK, both of whom, in their pursuit
of global power, were and are far from blameless.
But it was the Cold War, rather than any lingering suspicion of
the Oriental, that turned Rewi from hero to villain. The policies
pursued with such damning effect by Senator McCarthy and the
US Government ensured that anyone even faintly tarred with the
communist brush would become a pariah. Till that time Rewi whose work in setting up co-operatives throughout north western
China (a movement known as Gung Ho) had been supported by
many in New Zealand - had been something of a national treasure.
The thousands of lives he’d saved in the course of his work among
the survivors of floods, his establishment of a school to train
workers for the co-operatives, his significant contribution to the
war against the Japanese, had been celebrated up and down the
country. Now he was to be blacklisted. Our nascent SIS (it was
only established in 1956) was ordered by its American masters
to put Rewi under surveillance the moment he set foot back in
the country of his birth. His words, especially his poetry, were to
be combed for clues to possible subversion. The NZBS issued an
order for his name not to be mentioned in any of its broadcasts.
My mother (Rewi’s first cousin) told of an incident during one of
Rewi’s earlier visits home when he had to be locked in a wardrobe
to stop him talking to the journalists who had assembled outside

our family home. One of the conditions of Rewi being allowed
back into the country was that he agree to give no interviews. My
mother, hell bent on keeping her beloved cousin out of trouble, saw
the wardrobe as her only hope of silencing him.
Decades later, when researching for my book A Communist in
the Family: Searching for Rewi Alley, I interviewed two current
SIS officials. Not only did they hand me over all the documents
(with only minor redactions) relating to Rewi, they declared with
great good humour that the SIS had never wanted to pursue
him, considering him harmless. But the CIA and MI6 had other
ideas. In their paranoid world-view New Zealand was a hotbed of
communist activity, with active cells popping up from one end of
the country to the other.
It was a delightful encounter with our Secret Service, but it did
nothing to undo the harm done to Rewi’s reputation. The man
whom the British, in the wake of the second world war, had
wanted to knight for his courage in saving thousands of workers
from the murderous Nationalist Army, was not to be forgiven for
choosing to support the communist side in the civil war. Even
when he became an unofficial ambassador for NZ, opening doors
for trade delegations, smoothing the way for the establishment of
a NZ Embassy in Beijing, he stayed off the radar. David Lange’s
testament may have been intended as a statement of the nation’s
regard, but that was not how it played out. NZ’s heroes were Ed
Hilary, Charles Upham, Colin Meads - mountaineers, soldiers,
sportsmen. Rewi, who was not just all three of those things, but
a passionate humanitarian, never made the cut. So the answer to
the question asked at the beginning of this piece tells us not about
Rewi, but about us as a people. We are simply not prepared to
honour a man whose politics put him on the wrong side of the
mighty US.
If its story we’re looking for, Rewi’s is up there with the best of
them. Difficult childhood, rebellious teens, a soldier in World War
I decorated (MC) for bravery. A man who stood up to power with
little regard for the consequences. En route by sea to France, he got
into trouble while on shore leave in Capetown when he and his
mates tipped over a tram for refusing to allow their Maori comrade
to board. As a result all future shore leaves were cancelled. Rewi’s
motivations at this time were those of any decent Kiwi joker.
He was neither communist nor even socialist. He supported the
Empire. He attended the Anglican Church. The last vote he would
cast in New Zealand, prior to his departure for China, was for
Reform.
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After the war Rewi, like so many returned servicemen, was offered
land to farm under a government scheme. Quite what he was
meant to do with the uninhabited (and uninhabitable) piece of
Taranaki bush he was allocated was never explained. Six years of
back-breaking labour later he walked away with nothing to show
but the wounds he’d suffered cutting bush, mustering sheep up and
down sheer clay cliffs, riding his horse through flooded rivers and
over treacherous shingle slopes. He was not the only one to walk
off the land. Falling wool prices, and the approaching Depression
forced hundreds of men who had fought for their country to
abandon farming.

He became determined to do what he could for these victims
of a savagely cruel system. He set up canteens in the factories,
serving fresh vegetables and unpolished rice. He arranged for
the worst cases to be sent to hospital. Years later, in Shandan,
he would continue this rescuing, liberating children from mines,
taking orphans into his school and teaching them skills for
survival. He adopted two orphans as his own sons then, when
his fellow teacher at Shandan, George Hogg, died, he took on
the responsibility for his four adopted children. Other fosterings
would follow. Rewi’s love for children would become legendary.

Rewi left New Zealand for the second time in December 1926.
He had no clear plan other than to turn his back on the failure
of the last six years, and the reminder of the successes of his
better educated siblings. He’d heard about the revolution going
on in China. The one thing he knew about was soldiering.
Perhaps he could help the revolution along a bit. That was what
he told himself. But what he was really looking for, of course,
was purpose, something to give his life meaning.
Rewi arrived in Shanghai in April 1927. All he knew about
China was what he’d read, and his reading, inevitably, was
limited to what the British had to say about a country they’d
been exploiting for decades. He would learn quickly. Within
three days he’d landed a job with the Shanghai Fire Service. He
immediately set about mastering the language, and trying to
make sense of the chaos around him. Shanghai was not governed
by the Chinese. It was part of a Concession ceded to the British
and the French, and as such subject to their laws.
The life on offer to Rewi was comfortable. He was an officer, with
access to all the best clubs and parks. He had a chauffeur to drive
him to work. But he couldn’t close his eyes to what he saw when
he left the leafy streets of the Concessions and wandered into
the longtangs and alleys where the Chinese lived in conditions
worse than anything he’d seen in the trenches of France. This was
the time of the White Terror. It wasn’t just inhuman living and
working conditions Rewi witnessed, but the random execution of
anyone even vaguely suspected of being a communist. The united
government of Nationalists and Communists, advocated by the
Father of the Republic, Sun Yatsen, had collapsed. From 1927 on,
despite intermittent periods of co-operation, Chiang Kaishek, the
Nationalist leader, would do everything in his power to rid China
of what he called those red bandits.
For the first few years after Rewi’s arrival in Shanghai he did the
job he’d been employed to do, working first as a fire officer then
as a factory inspector. But what he saw every day in the course of
his work was slowly undermining all the things he’d previously
believed in. The factories he visited in the course of his work were
death traps. Children as young as six laboured over boiling vats
of silk filatures. Few of them survived into adulthood. He saw
children scarred by the wire whips the foremen used to keep them
in line. He saw children with chromium poisoning, children dying
of typhus and malaria, girls sold into prostitution.

Rewi with his adopted children. ChinaDailyAsia.

By 1935 Rewi’s views had changed dramatically. He’d become
part of a group set up by the American journalists Edgar and Peg
Snow, and Agnes Smedley to study the works of Marx and Lenin.
Soon others, including Soong Chingling, widow of Sun Yatsen,
would join the group. It was at this time that Rewi met Zhou
Enlai, Mao’s deputy, who would become his close friend. Zhou,
like Mao, had a price on his head. It would not be long before
Rewi joined them. Declared a red bandit by Chiang, a price would
be put on his head too. Meantime the study group moved from
talk to action. Rewi was tasked with setting up the co-operative
movement - Gung Ho - that would forever be associated with his
name. Set up initially to help in the fight against the Japanese, it
quickly spread across north-west China, becoming, as Mao himself
acknowledged, an essential tool in the struggle to free China from
foreign domination.
With the ending of the war Rewi was faced with a choice. He
could go back to New Zealand or he could stay on and continue
his work for Gung Ho. He knew there was a civil war coming.
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And he knew which side he would be fighting on. He’d seen too
much of Chiang’s ruthlessness and corruption to want anything
to do with the Nationalists. He’d taken their money when it
suited his purposes, but the soldier in him knew the time for such
compromises was over. He wouldn’t be going home. He would be
staying in Shandan. ‘I seem to have become a communist,’ he wrote
to his family. And he had, though he would never join the party.
For Rewi, communism was a practical solution to the appalling
problem of China’s suffering. Politics as such didn’t interest him.
But he knew how to play the game when he had to.
In 2017 I visited China along with other members of Rewi’s family.
We were there at the invitation of the Chinese Government to
celebrate 90 years since Rewi arrived in Shanghai. I write about
this visit (and about Rewi’s life) in my book. It was a wonderfully
rich experience. Rewi is not just admired in China, he is loved.
There are statues and plaques celebrating his life and work all over
north-western China (he would have scoffed at the adulation).
How sad and shameful that he is so little known and so little
celebrated in the land of his birth.

Portrait of Rewi. NZ China Society
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Sharing Stories, a talk given at the 2020 LHP AGM
Sam Orchard
Kia Ora tatou –
Ko Sam Orchard tōku ingoa, I come from Narabeen in Sydney
Australia, on Gai Mariagal land, and come from free settlers and
convicts.
Today I’ve been asked to speak about a project we began three
years ago. In the middle of the 2017 election Metiria Turei, the
co-leader of the New Zealand Green Party, spoke at the party’s
AGM about her time on social welfare in the 1990’s. She used her
experiences to speak out about how the social welfare system was
a broken safety net that needed to be mended.
I was a disillusioned voter. Politicians were talking about being
proud Kiwis, about property ownership, about big business and
bottling farm water. But THIS, this was an issue I felt connected
to, and it was one of the first times in the election campaign that
I felt like someone was speaking about people like me and my
friends. Talking about the traps of poverty, and how messed up the
welfare system is.
Within the month, under a storm of controversy over her remarks,
she had resigned as the co-leader.

We collated the first 200 stories and presented them as a themed
report to the government by the end of December that year.
Having the project take off as fast as it did presented some big
ethical questions for us.
EXPLOITATION
The first being exploitation. I’m queer, I’m trans, I have fluctuating
mental health. So I’m really used to organisations and media
asking me to ‘share my story’ – we often ask marginalised people
to put themselves on display in order to make the case to undo
the stigma we face, or ask society to be less bigoted. This attempt
to humanise minorities actually often ends up exploiting us, and
asks us to put our vulnerabilities on display in the name of ‘the
greater good’, without providing any external holding of us. It’s
really important that the project was about lifting up voices, and
centring the needs of the people sharing their stories – so that it
would be an empowering process for them. The act of creating
artworks was a way of showing that we were taking time to really
value the stories, and to create a beautiful way of showing their
experiences.

I’ve been an artist for a long time, and involved in art activism.
Mostly from an educational viewpoint – I’m passionate
about sharing stories about queer and trans people, about our
differences. I think stories change people. It’s harder to ignore
or hurt someone if you’re touched by their humanity.
I was moved so much by this issue that I knew I had to do
something. I knew it couldn’t be one voice – because even when
you’re a leader of a political party you still risk your livelihood by
speaking out. It had to be a lot of us. I figured a dozen of my artist
friends and I could draw self portraits and share our stories. If
we shared them within our small networks we’d know we weren’t
alone, and maybe feel a bit better.
But, that’s not what happened.
I popped my story up, and others popped their stories up, and then
people started messaging us sharing their stories and saying ‘I’m
not an artist, but this is my story’, and more and more and more
stories flooded in.
Then artists started messaging to volunteer their time and energy
(as artists often do – which is why we’re often beneficiaries) to take
those valuable stories, and create art around them. Some were big
stories of outrageous policies and treatment of beneficiaries, and
some were those tiny micro-aggressions that occur every day that
slowly grind people down.
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TALKING OVER
I haven’t been on a benefit for a number of years, I’m also not
a mum or a single mum, I’m Pākeha, and I’ve only ever had to
access welfare in short stints. I carry with me quite a lot of
privilege, and it’s really important to me that we don’t have yet
another white man talking over the experiences of people who
are marginalised.
Talking over is often an easy trap to fall into. There’s a tendency
to take people’s vulnerable stories and then speak over them −
we were really clear that we did not want to speak over people,
we just used art to magnify the voices of people who wanted to
be heard.
So it was important that we let people use the words they wanted
to use, and really make sure their voices were front and centre.
We’re really grateful to the people who shared their stories, and
I want to particularly acknowledge the single mums, people of
colour, and people with disabilities – these groups of people on the
margins are often subject to the worst treatment.
It’s also important to acknowledge the amazing work being done
in this area. We often get asked for advice, and to be able to pass
people on to organisations like AAAP and CPAG and the support
they’ve given this project in the background, is massive.
REAL-LIFE CONSEQUENCES:
There’s some real-life consequences of sharing stories in the hope
of effecting change. Metiria lost her job - she was the leader
of a large political party and still didn’t have enough systemic
cushioning to keep her job. The real-life consequences for people
who are already living in poverty, people who have been in
abusive relationships and people who are subjected to multiple
marginalisations could be huge. So it was important that people
were able to be anonymous or semi-anonymous (even to the artists
we shared their stories with). We also didn’t approach people to
ask them for stories, or pressure them to share - but had an open
door policy about sharing them if they wanted to. We also would
send them the art beforehand so that if they changed their minds
it didn’t have to go live, and were able to edit or take down people’s
stories once they were up if they needed to.
ONGOING TENSIONS:
•

•
•

•

We did this voluntarily – mostly queer and trans people, and
mostly beneficiaries devoting 1000’s of hours, it took massive
tolls on our mental health, our finances, and our lives.
We gifted an amazing, powerful report to parliament and
have yet to see the fruit of that labour.

#1 rule for artists is don’t ever ask them to do free work.
This has been huge – and it’s something I wrestle with every
time I assign an artist a story.
What next? It feels like we’re in a bit of a holding pattern
for the future.
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Coast future highlighted at Blackball
Mayday Forum
An assembly of close to a hundred people attended the Blackball
Mayday forum to discuss the issues facing the Coast in this time of
climate emergency and to strategize for a just transition.
The forum was hosted by the NZ Council of Trade Unions,
Te Kauae Kaimahi and chaired by its vice president, Rachel
Mackintosh. Those in attendance came from a strongly represented
union movement, but also included Angela Roberts, Labour List
MP standing in for Damien O’Connor, Maureen Pugh, National
list MP, Stuart Smith, National Spokesperson on Climate Change,
business representative, Richard Tacon from Bathurst Resources,
Federated Farmers Regional Chair, Bede O’Connor, Buller Mayor,
Jamie Cleine, Regional councillors, Laura Coll McLaughlin and
John Hill, and Kathleen Langi, NZEI Te Riu Roa. There was
also a group of three unionists from Taranaki, led by Jen Natoli,
invited to share their region’s experience of planning transition, the
Cuban Ambassador, His Excellency, Mr Edgardo Valdes Lopez
and people from the community sector.
The forum began with Angela Roberts outlining the government’s
goals, which include cementing in meal breaks. tossing out the 90
day law, raising the minimum wage, tending to the ongoing task of
achieving pay equity, extending sick leave and bringing in Fair Pay
Agreements. She reported that there is a strong union caucus with
35 members. The Primary Industries have established their own
Roadmap in collaboration with the government. In the education
sector there is the need for vocational education with a shortage of
tradespeople which threatens to increase in the future. The major
health reforms have just been announced. Generally, the cohesive
response to the Covid threat needs to be carried over into meeting
other challenges and there is a continuing desire to address the issues
of partnership with tangata whenua.
Conor Twyford, who has been recently appointed as the NZ
Education Institute’s organiser focusing on climate change, then
summarised the key recommendations of the Climate Change
Commission. The Commission originated from a group of mostly
young people who drafted, then campaigned for, the Zero Carbon
Act, an act which was passed almost unanimously. The Act set
up the Commission which is a vehicle for pulling together the
information and public buy-in the government needs to put
together a national climate adaptation plan.
Their draft report was produced for consultation in February of
this year and recommends the actions the government needs to
take if we have any chance of meeting our national commitment
to help the planet stay within 1.5 degrees of global warming.
If we do nothing, global warming is expected to reach 4.1 degrees
to 4.8 degrees by the end of the century, which would mean a

Dignitaries assemble, National MPs Maureen Pugh, Stuart Smith
and Buller Mayor, Jamie Cleine.

catastrophic collapse of eco systems. After public feedback and
a revised document, the government will have until 31 December
of this year to produce an action plan.
The Commission is recommending cuts from 2018 emissions of
2.1 percent, 17.2 percent and 35.5 per cent across each of the five
years, emissions budgets to 2035. While the overall economy will
be unaffected, certain communities may be disproportionately
disadvantaged. In the coal mining and oil and gas sectors, between
600 and 1100 more people are predicted to lose their jobs, in
addition to the 600 losses already predicted under current policy
settings. A just transition is required for these workers and unions
must be part of formulating this transition plan. Twyford suggested
that the task for the Coast is to come up with its own analysis of
what needs to happen rather than wait for it to be foisted upon the
region. It needs to take account of what matters to the Coast and
what kind of working future and quality of life its people want. As
well, these changes offer opportunities.
Three local people then played the role of provocateur and in
these provocations there were common themes of loss − of young
people and young families having to move away to get work, of
puzzlement as to what can replace mining jobs, of danger e.g.
when the Bruce Bay marae was built there were a couple of acres
of land between it and the sea − now that buffer has disappeared;
of the concern felt by rangatahi about climate change; of the need
for people to be able to live here at all stages of their life. One
speaker talked of the history of abrupt closures on the Coast, from
gold rush days onward, to the closure of mines in the 1960s, to the
restructuring of the coal industry in the 1980s, to the problematic
transition from native logging, to the demise of Solid Energy
and the closure of Spring Creek – leaving feelings of sadness,
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After the visit of the PM, Venture Taranaki, the economic
development agency, came on board and facilitated widespread
engagement within all sectors. From this engagement key themes
or goals emerged:
•

A strong, healthy, sustainable environment;

•

Become a centre of excellence for clean energy production;

•
•

A region that looks after itself, and others;

Education that moves and flexes with a changing world;

During this process, union delegates found themselves talking to
CEOs, greenies to iwi, climate activists to oil and gas workers and
a rich dialogue took place. Finally a Just Transition Summit was
held and a roadmap for the future developed. Now, training of
union delegates is occurring, forums are being held in educational
institutions and so on. The task is in no way finished.
Rachel Mackintosh then presented E tū union’s Just Transition
Strategy Framework for the Coast for consideration. It involves four
pillars. The first is Economic Diversification which means new
industries, requiring:
Kathleen Langi, NZEI

•

Analysis and investment from government;

•

Decent jobs, including skills, wages and conditions;

•

anger and bitterness. The irrational denial of the Waitaha Hydro
Scheme has been something of a final straw. These feelings make it
problematic to tackle this new task. However, Buller leaders have
been demonstrating a new paradigm of positive and collaborative
pragmatism which might hopefully rub off.
There was then a motion from the floor, passed with five
abstentions, That the Waitaha Project should be given the go ahead.
The meeting was then offered two examples of transition process.
The Cuban ambassador spoke of the way the government’s new
economic strategy was discussed at meetings in every community
and in every workplace across the country with recommendations
made, considered and incorporated into the final strategy.
The Taranaki roopu then described the process that has taken
place in the region, triggered by the PM's surprise announcement
of an end to oil and gas exploration. (Oil and gas are the prime
economic driver in the region, with agriculture second. Both are
high emitters.) E tū Union had 500 members employed in oil and
gas and leaders were chosen from the membership to discuss with
their fellow workers what a just transition meant for them. The
consensus was that it was about their families, their environment
and their future. It was also important that the tangata whenua
have justice.
With an imminent visit by the Prime Minister the union reached
out to delegates to gather questions to ask the PM. They realised
that there were seven pillars or sectors: Business, central and local
government, union, iwi, education and community, and the union
encouraged delegates to talk to family and sector members in their
community in order to fine tune the questions.

Investment from the private sector;

Local role:
•

Form a coherent view;

•

Support Māori economic development.

•

Identify economic strengths and potential;

The second pillar is Social Planning and Dialogue
or Tripartism Plus:
•
•

Internationally, tripartism involves government, unions,
business;
In Aotearoa, we need to involve mana whenua, the
education sector, local government and civil society;

Local role:
•
•
•

Local inclusive planning: employers encouraged to release
employees to participate;
Regional Skills Leadership Groups;

Transition plans with a wide focus: beyond immediately
affected jobs to the whole community.

The third pillar is Social Protection for when people lose
their job. It involves:
•

Pension top-up as bridge to retirement;

•

Support for collective agreements to manage the transition;

•
•
•
•

Employer fund for income support;
Workers’ access to unions;
Social insurance;

Welfare Expert Advisory Group recommendations
implemented;
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•

Brokering other supports, for example, rent/mortgage relief.

The fourth and final pillar is Support for Workers in Transition:
•

Job placement and careers advisory services;

•

Comprehensive training, co-funded by employers and
government, with active participation of education agencies;

•

•
•
•

Recognition of prior learning (RPL) schemes;

Paid time off to retrain, short-term placement in new jobs
ahead of retrenchment;
Risk-sharing: group schemes such as multi-employer
redeployment schemes, group apprentice schemes;

Government support dependent on employer participation
in such schemes.

With this stimulation under their belts and after a cup of tea,
those present then divided into cross sectoral groups to discuss
what their group’s role could be under each category and how they
might work with other groups on the coast? Finally: what was
their vision for the Coast in 20 years’ time?
Very animated discussion took place before the report-back:
There were common themes: to identify key stakeholders and
then the need to break down the silos and focus on common
ground; to ignore denialism and to make engagement easy (ask
the right questions in the right way); for there to be publicity
and education at the community level; to engage iwi, youth,
NGOs, politicians, business people, farmers, educators, unions
and environmental activists; that there be paid forums to educate
and engage workers; that a pathway needs to be developed; that a
shared value might be that of resilience of economic and human
infrastructure, and that there be security and opportunities for
fulfilment for all ages. There’s a need to shift the language. For
example in Taranaki they stopped talking about dairying and
instead talked about food and fibre. Instead of extraction can
we talk about resources? Can we celebrate the caring industry?
Why isn’t the Polytech providing the national centre for
conservation excellence?

All of the above was positive and liberating, but people were,
nevertheless, aware of the absences at the forum, those who had
not taken up the invitation. Development West Coast were the
obvious major absence and some head scratching took place
(especially from those from outside the region) as to why the
region’s development agency would snub such a gathering. But
there were also other notable absences, the Polytech, the Mayors of
Grey and Westland and the rūnanga. It was decided that initially,
the strategy and the forum results will be offered for presentation
to the rūnanga, DWC management group, Mayors and Chairs
forum and the Polytech. The Taranaki group advised that once
a region begins singing from the same song sheet, government
money becomes available to fund the writing and the advancement
of a shared vision.
The forum concluded by passing the motion unanimously, with
one abstention (from Maureen Pugh): That this forum endorses the
E tū Just Transition strategy for the Coast and strongly encourages
regional economic players to begin a dialogue centred on the document.
It was also considered useful to keep our MP and other relevant
ministers informed as to further developments.
Nga mihi,
Rachel Mackintosh, Vice President, NZ Council of Trade Unions
Te Kauae Kaimahi and Assistant National Secretary, E tū union;
Conor Twyford, NZ Education Institute Te Riu Roa Community
Organiser; Paul Maunder, Convenor, Unions West Coast.

Group photo of some of the participants
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Reviews
Rebecca Macfie, Helen Kelly: Her Life, Awa Press, 2021.
Reviewed by Ross Webb
Rebecca Macfie’s Helen Kelly: Her Life opens with a gripping
and rage inducing prologue. It was October 20, 2010. Kelly had
just delivered a speech to workers outside Parliament during a
CTU organised ‘Fairness at Work’ rally protesting the National
Government’s industrial relations reforms in the wake of the
Global Financial Crisis. ‘The government thinks its time to kick
working people’, she said. While the national day of action proved
a success, just days later, on October 25, on Labour Day, thousands
rallied against the union position on the Hobbit dispute. Prime
Minister John Key said the protests showed that it demonstrated
that unions were ‘out of touch with everyday New Zealanders’.
Kelly was suddenly thrust into the spotlight, presented as a
villain, potentially risking the future of the Hobbit’s New Zealand
production. Shortly afterwards, Warner Brothers got their subsidy,
and the law was changed.

‘It had been a brutal bruising month’, Rebecca Macfie writes.
‘People who would not previously have been able to name New
Zealand’s top trade unionist were now aware of Helen Kelly: she
was that women who had the effrontery to challenge the colossus
that was Peter Jackson’. A month later, the first explosion at Pike
River marked the beginning of New Zealand’s worst industrial
disaster in almost a century. Twenty nine workers lay dead. Initially,
the CEO Peter Whittall was treated sympathetically in the press.
Once again, Kelly’s criticism of Whittall (‘he’s now been called a
national hero, but he’s the CEO of that company and he hasn’t
apologised’, she said) was treated as blasphemous and outrageous.
In both cases, Kelly’s position was to be vindicated, but only too
late. It was the attacks on Kelly during these years, and the rush
to defend ‘national heroes’ like Jackson and Whittall, that lead
the late Dean Parker to write in his diary: ‘New Zealanders like
to believe in giving everyone a fair go and not doffing the cap.
But being a New Zealander means the exact opposite. It means
loving to doff the cap. It means ganging up on anyone stepping
out of line. It means being as obsequious as possible to the rich
and powerful. It means the most tawdry display of brown-nosing
you’re likely to see.’
Helen Kelly was, for many people, stepping out of line, and
refusing to doff the cap to the rich and powerful. But for Kelly,
the abuse from the political establishment and some of the public
was nothing new. It was deeply rooted in her childhood, as the
daughter of two towering figures of Wellington’s trade union
movement and activism – Pat Kelly and Cath Kelly. ‘Talk about
bad news for the unions’, the 16 year-old Kelly wrote in her diary
in 1981, as 60,000 protestors marched down the streets in the
largest anti-union demonstration ever, the ‘Kiwis Care’ protest.
Kelly was just 19 in 1984 when someone left a suitcase in the
hallway of the Wellington Trades Hall intending to kill trade
unionists, including her father, Pat. Kelly would go on to build a
life dedicated to challenging the rich and powerful and fighting for
social justice for workers in Aotearoa New Zealand.
Macfie’s early chapters take us through the life and times of Pat
and Cath Kelly. The old Mt Victoria villa in Shannon Street, where
they lived and raised Helen, features as a central character in the
story. It was the ‘nerve centre’ of political organising against ‘the
war in Vietnam, the apartheid regime in South Africa, the fascists
in control of Chile, and rapacious capitalists at home who must be
checked by strong trade unions’. It became the temporary home
for visiting comrades, from exiled South African trade unionists
John Taolo Gaetsewe and Andrew Molotsane to the 23 year old
unemployed Adelaide seafarer and communist Dave Morgan.
Cath came from a background of privilege and wealth, from the
Wellington Eichelbaum family, but had a strong sense of social
justice and independence. She joined the Student Christian
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Movement, and in 1948, on a trip to Yugoslavia at the age of
22 she was convinced that communism was the solution to the
world’s ills. In 1950s London, she joined demonstrations and
protests, went to communist education groups and worked in a
left-wing book shop. When she returned to New Zealand, Cath
joined the Communist Party while working as a shorthand typist
at the Department of Māori Affairs; the SIS called her a ‘well
indoctrinated and active communist’. Pat Kelly, meanwhile, was
born near the Liverpool docks and lived a life overshadowed by
poverty, unemployment and the fight against fascism. He joined
the exodus from post-war Britain in 1954 - just one of the 77,000
British migrants who left England for New Zealand between
1947 and 1977. Here he met and married Cath Eichelbaum.
A decade later, in 1964, Helen was born.

that it was. Roger Kerr and Doug Myers aimed to butter up Bill
Birch, to convince him to go further than even he felt comfortable.
As Macfie said in her talk at the recent LHP AGM, ‘the world
that the ECA made was the world that Helen Kelly inherited’.

Before Helen Kelly the trade unionist features as a central
character, Macfie takes us through the world of union activism
and politics in the 1970s and 1980s, the histories of communist
parties and ideological splits, and the Kellys’ relationship with
the Labour Party. We see Cath’s involvement in the Campaign
Against Rising Prices (CARP), Pat’s involvement in the Cleaners
and Caretakers Union, and the wider politics of the Federation of
Labour, their shared involvement in the major social movements,
from nuclear free to anti-apartheid. Various important characters
enter the frame, from Bill Andersen, Ken Douglas, Rona Bailey,
and a newer generation, Hazel Armstrong, Peter Cranney, Robert
Reid, John Ryall, among many others. This was a time in which
the calm of the post-1951 industrial scene cracked, and the debate
over unions, the economy and politics became more acrimonious.
But it was also a time of intense organising, political activism and
social change. Cath remained focused on CARP work during
the rampant inflation of the 1970s. After 1976, Pat worked
to reorganise the moribund cleaners’ union into ‘an industrial
force’. The major and successful cleaners’ dispute at Waiorua in
1979 was just one sign of this. And after their expulsion from the
Communist Party because of their opposition to the Soviet Union,
both Pat and Cath also became more involved in the Labour Party.

Helen Kelly the trade unionist starts to emerge by Chapter Six. By
the late 1980s, when, at the age of 24, Kelly took up her first union
position with the Kindergarten Association/Early Childhood
Workers’ Union (which merged to form the Combined Early
Childhood Union of Aotearoa, or CECUA) she, Pat and Cath
are all caught up in the drama of those years, particularly the
tense final term of Muldoon, the neoliberal reforms of the Fourth
Labour Government, and the major assault on wages and welfare
from the National Government after 1990. Kelly’s trade union
career in the aftermath of this period was defined by rebuilding the
union movement with an energy and commitment to rank and file
involvement and communication with members. The 1990s was a
bleak time for the movement. As awards expired, companies pushed
to de-unionise. As John Ryall told Macfie, ‘It was like trying to
fight 3000 fires at once’. In 1994, Helen was hired as an organiser
for the Association of University Staff at Victoria University and
walked straight into a major dispute. Meanwhile, through the
1990s, disillusionment with the approach of the Council of Trade
Unions led to some changes, such as the election of Ross Wilson,
Paul Goulter and Darien Fenton. The Kellys remained committed
to the Labour Party, now under Helen Clark, and campaigned
for its election in 1996 and 1999. The election of Labour in 1999
marked, according to Macfie, the end of the New Right revolution.
Yet the economy had been ‘fundamentally rewired’, and Clark’s
Government adopted the so-called ‘Third Way’. That government
toned down the ugliest features of the ECA. Yet many trade
unionists realised that the union movement needed rebuilding
from the bottom up. In the 1990s, Macfie writes, ‘unions started
to emerge as vehicles for elite, better off workers, while the huge
number now on individual contracts and without collective
representation were unlikely to experience anything in the way
of genuine negotiations over their wages and conditions’.

While the trade union movement was making great strides in
many areas, Macfie writes that they were ‘losing the war’. The
anti-union ‘Kiwis Care’ protest of 1981, the wage freeze of 1982,
the abolition of compulsory unionism in 1984 and the bombing
of the Wellington Trades Council were all signs of a movement
under siege. Helen, who was earning $150 a week pumping petrol
at a garage in Wellington, wrote in her dairy: ‘Muldoon has put
a wage freeze on, the bastard. It’s war again I guess’. The Labour
Party’s election of 1984 was thus greeted with enthusiasm. But
expectations were soon dashed following the devaluation crisis
and a raft of policies that would become known as Rogernomics.
Pat and Cath, Labour Party stalwarts, were devastated. This was
followed by the National Government’s deregulation of the labour
market in 1991. In exploring the late 1980s and early 1990s, Macfie
offers some major historical insights. For example, looking at the
files of the Business Roundtable, she details the major lobbying
that took place by the Business Roundtable which made the
Employment Contracts Act 1991 the uniquely radical document

In the years before her accession to the leadership of the CTU in
2007, Macfie details Kelly’s involvement in the Multi-Employer
Collective Agreement (MECA) strategy for university staff, and
the contentious disputes with a new union for low wage workers,
UNITE, over its attempt to poach members from the Service
and Food Workers Union at SkyCity. The latter was a dispute
that reflected Helen’s older loyalties to Labour over the Alliance;
SFWU was aligned with Labour, Unite with Alliance. It was a
bitter and divisive issue, one that almost led to the expulsion of
UNITE. Kelly supported expulsion; CTU President Ross Wilson
did not, and it failed. ‘Her attitude to Unite’, Macfie writes, ‘was,
in many ways, pure Helen: loyal, passionate, unafraid of conflict,
capable of dishing out and taking brutal blows’. In 2007, Helen
became the CTU President, deferring her long held ambition
to become an MP for Labour. Almost immediately, Kelly
campaigned against the world that the ECA created: precarious
work, structural unemployment, low wages, de-unionisation,
and a lack of union voice in the workplace. ‘We don’t need low
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wages in this country’, she said. ‘There’s no excuse for it. People
should be able to go to work, work their hours and have a decent
standard of living at the end of the week’. This was, Macfie writes,
‘a matter-of-fact comment that belied a monumental ambition’:
the transformation of a union movement, dealing with low pay
and reaching to those lost to the union movement by the ECA.
Helen built an effective team at the CTU, with among others,
Peter Conway and economist Bill Rosenberg.
With the election of John Key’s National in 2008 in the context of
a global financial crisis, Kelly’s profile really started to emerge. An
initial détente with the Key government quickly broke down when
the government introduced tax cuts for the wealthy and a rise
in GST. In the following years, the union movement would face
more attacks: a public sector wage freeze, changes to employment
law, and then the Hobbit dispute. From Mike Hoskings to Paul
Holmes, Kelly was pilloried by the media. The Hobbit dispute was
a devastating loss, even if later files and emails vindicated the CTU
position, and it was a defeat quickly followed by the devastating
news of Pike River – a story Macfie has detailed in Tragedy at Pike
River. In her attempt to reach out to the non-unionised, Kelly
also established ‘Together’, a union that would reach out to the
unorganised. During these years, Kelly also studied international
labour and began formulating a plan for what would later become
Fair Pay Agreements.
She also developed a coherent and powerful critique of the system
created since the 1990s and of what she called the dominant
narrative: that workers were lucky to have a job and should not
bite the hand that feeds. In health and safety, too, ‘it’s by design’
became her favourite slogan for a system that had, by design,
transferred the risk of business to the workers. She would later call
it the ‘workers’ version of the leaky homes, without the outrage’.
This was a message Kelly would take in the campaigns ahead:
the Auckland port workers’ strike, the three consecutive Talley’s
AFFCo lockouts, justice for workers killed on the job, from the
security guard Charanpreet Dhaliwal to the various workers killed
in forestry. In every case that Macfie details, Kelly took a close
interest in people’s lives, their families, and she built long lasting
friendships. Kelly was not afraid of upsetting what she saw as trade
unionists who were not acting in the best interest of the union’s
members, from the Northern Amalgamated Workers Union,
who refused to support the campaign for justice for Charanpreet
Dhaliwal against Fulton Hogan, to the Meat Workers Union,
whose out of date organising had let down its members during
the 2012 lockout. Kelly also became increasingly involved in
international union politics, particularly at the ILO.

AFFCo Talley’s, First Union’s Edward Millar who was involved
in research and organising forestry workers, the CTU Māori VicePresident Syd Keepa, meat workers Peter Amato and Therese
Turipa, and caregiver Kristen Bartlett who led the drawn out
journey in the courts that culminated in a major pay equity victory
at the Court of Appeal in 2014. As Macfie notes, Kelly never said
‘I’. It was always ‘us’ and ‘we’; it was always a collective struggle.
The devastating news that she had lung cancer did not stop Kelly’s
passion for justice and she became an unlikely campaigner for drug
law reform in the process. When Kelly died in mid-October 2016,
it was a major blow.
Macfie’s powerful epilogue traces Kelly’s legacy. Macfie writes:
‘Her ambitions were Herculean: she wanted to change the way
working people were treated, and she wanted to wrap the arms
of the union movement around those who were powerless and
isolated’. Yet Macfie adds that there was no ‘totemic endpoint, no
towering legacy. How could there be? No single leader, no matter
how talented, could re-engineer an economy that had shaped
itself for a generation around low wages, and where a job was no
antidote to poverty’. Like Macfie’s previous book, Tragedy at Pike
River Mine, this book is full of outrages: from Kelly’s treatment
by media pundits and political leaders during the height of the
Hobbit dispute, to the callous disregard for lives in the forestry
industry. Kelly prided herself on chipping away at the assumptions
that justified those outrages, she prided herself on being ‘annoying’
for the establishment. As Macfie writes, ‘I hope this story of her
life and times helps inspire others to share the simple values of
fairness, equity and care for the vulnerable, to get organised, and to
be a bit more demanding, persistent and – if necessary – annoying,
too’. It’s difficult to know what Kelly would have made of the
current moment. Macfie, and many others, have suggested she’d
have been in Parliament, part of this Labour Government. Kelly
would have been a fierce advocate for those in the most precarious
positions during Covid lockdown, the ‘essential workers’, a staunch
campaigner for a just transition from the climate crisis, a transition
that put the most vulnerable first.
Rebecca Macfie’s Helen Kelly: Her Life in an important and
inspiring book. Everyone should read it.

Macfie’s account of the years from 2008 to Kelly’s death in October
2016 is the best account we have of the trade union movement
during those years. While Macfie focuses on Kelly, the account also
traces the stories of the vast array of people who were involved and
contributed to the union movement’s various campaigns over that
time. We meet John Ryall and Lyndy McIntyre of the new ‘Living
Wage’ movement, Union campaigner Simon Oosterman who was
involved in the Maritime Union of New Zealand dispute and
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From the Archives: The labour movement
and the springbok tour
‘Industrial Relations Act - Strikes - Protest Action Against
Proposed Springbok Tour’, 1981-1985, 46/5/324, Archives
New Zealand, Wellington.
The story of the role played by trade unions in the 1981 protest
against the Springbok tour, and in the anti-apartheid movement
in general, is one that is yet to be told.

were won over. One undated note by an official simply states:
‘After being addressed by Andrew Molotsanie, [sic. Andrew
Molotsane] Gisborne Freezing Workers voted to support the tour’.
If you’re interested in contributing to ‘From the Archive’, email
Rosswebb12@gmail.com

1981 was a difficult year for the labour movement, and in what
some have perceived as a sign of the Federation of Labour’s more
subdued approach, delegates voted to support opposition to the
Springbok tour but to leave action to the local level. Yet that
decision to leave action against the tour to a local level was also the
result of genuine ambiguity about membership support. Indeed, as
historian Ryan Bodman has demonstrated, while some unions and
rank and file member did take action, the 1981 tour was a time of
divisiveness as a large number of rank and file members supported
the tour. The Northern Storemen and Packers Union, for example,
conducted a vote on the tour, finding that 58 per cent were in
favour of the tour going ahead. The FOL still ‘pledged support for
any union taking action to withdraw services from the team’, wrote
Trevor Richards of Halt All Racist Tours (HART), while Trades
Councils ‘up and down the country came out against the tour’.
The Wellington Trades Council, for example, was a vital part of
the local Wellington anti-apartheid movement. Individual unions
responded in their own ways.
In 1981, an official in the Department of Labour compiled a
file on industrial action against the Springbok tour that winter.
‘Since the beginning of the year, a number of unions in the private
sector have stated their position over the forthcoming Springbok
rugby tour of New Zealand’, officials wrote. ‘It can be expected
that industrial action will be localised to those areas where the
Springbok rugby team play’. Over the months, unions announced
their positions. New Zealand Seamen’s Union had announced a
24 hour protest stoppage to protest the tour, which would bring
a halt to all coastal shipping, and they announced their intention
to ban the transport of the Springbok team on the Cook Strait
ferry. The National Union of Railwaymen announced it would
not transport the team. The Wellington Post Office Workers
announced a ban on communications with South Africa during
the course of the tour. The Wellington Trades Council sponsored
a visit by Andrew Molotsane, a South African trade unionist to
address workers throughout the country. Cleaners and Caretakers
imposed a ban on working at the South Wellington Intermediate
School until the Springboks left the country and in opposition
to the school committee’s decision to allow police to use the
halls. These are just a few examples of many. But not all workers
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